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Chapter 1
1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Customer loyalty is a customer-centric metric, indicating the extent to which firms manage
customer retention and acquisition (Gupta and Lehmann 2003; Shah et al. 2006). In a
hypercompetitive market, customer loyalty is often a key to success. Although critiques have
been offered on the link between customer loyalty and profitability (Reinartz and Kumar 2002),
empirical evidence has shown that loyal customers are less costly to serve (Shugan 2005), are
willing to buy and pay more (Seiders et al. 2005), and engage in more positive word-of-mouth
communication (Reichheld and Sasser 1990; Carroll and Ahuvia 2006). For example, research
on European retail banks finds that loyal customers tend to build up a lifelong relationship with
banks (Beaujean, Marc, Cremers, and Pereira 2005). These customers contribute 30% to 70%
more value to banks than less loyal customers do. They put 78% of their wallet with the focal
bank and 30% to 40% of them are less likely to have mortgage loans from or investment in
another bank.
Hence, firms extensively adopt multiple strategies to improve customer loyalty. For
example, one Dutch supermarket chain (Albert Heijn), in an effort to lessen the threat of hard
discounters and maintain a market leader position in the Netherlands during recessions, places
importance on providing value to customers. It decreased the prices of a large number of national
brands and private-label brands in 2012, but still strived to maintain or even improve the service
quality. Another example is Whole Food Market, an organic supermarket chain in North
America. To appeal to potential customers, Whole Food Market uses an ad campaign describing
1

its passion for and selectiveness in choosing the best food (Setter 2013), which gives the
company a strong brand image centered on quality and wholesomeness. Yet another example is
Starbucks, which is, for many customers, more than simply drinking a cup of coffee. The CEO
of Starbucks, Howard Schultz, mentioned, “While we are a coffee company at heart, Starbucks
provides much more than the best cup of coffee—we offer a community gathering place where
people come together to connect and discover new things.” The inviting environment aims to
build up solid relationships with customers (ConnXN 2013).
While these loyalty strategies are broadly adopted and can effectively improve customer
loyalty, firms should be cautious about choosing appropriate strategies, as customer loyalty is
easily influenced by contextual situations (Oliver 1999). That is, loyalty strategies may not be
universally effective. Firms should clearly identify which contextual situations significantly
influence the impact of loyalty strategies on customer loyalty. In this dissertation, we will
examine some crucial but untested contextual situations in the customer loyalty literature, which
include economic conditions and characteristics of industries, firms, and customers.
1.1

Customer Loyalty: Customer-Centric Metric

Customer loyalty is a customer-centric metric. Customer-centricity is meant to play a win-win
game that creates value not only for firms but also for customers (Verhoef 2012). Customercentric management has gained a strong research interest, particularly in the banking industry
after the recent financial crisis (Deloitte 2011). This concept is especially important in the era of
the rapid proliferation of (social) media and channels because these new outlets empower
customers by allowing them to communicate with each other and widely spread their opinions.
Hence, firms cannot ignore customers. The CEO of Kraft Foods, Roger K. Deromedi, realizes
2

the importance of customer-centricity, saying, “Our relationship with consumers is about trust. If
you don’t align with society and you get out of step with that, then you’re going to destroy
shareholder value.” (Charon 2006). As a demonstration of its interest in consumer health and
trust, Kraft Foods has stopped advertising junk food to children. The marketing literature has
provided evidence that customer-centric firms generally perform well (Kirca, Jayachandran, and
Bearden 2005; Ramani and Kumar 2008; Verhoef and Leeflang 2009). These firms constantly
monitor the voice of customers. Being aware of customers’ attitudes and preferences enables
firms to effectively allocate resources and generally adapt more fluidly to change. As a result,
customer-centric firms are better able to maximize the return on marketing investment and thus
compete better in the long-run (e.g., Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000).
1.2

Customer Loyalty and Customer Equity Drivers

Customer equity drivers (CEDs) provide a mechanism for understanding what motivates
customers to (continuously) do business with firms (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). Existing
research has identified three CEDs that drive customer loyalty (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000;
Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008): value equity,
brand equity, and relationship equity. It has been generally found that CEDs are positively
related to customer loyalty (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and
Ramaseshan 2008). Value equity is defined as customers’ objective assessment of the utility of
services based on perceptions of “what is given up” for “what is received.” Value equity reflects
customers’ perceptions about the price and quality of services. Quality is defined broadly here: it
involves the quality of services as well as the convenience in using and buying. When value
equity is perceived as high, customers are more satisfied with the firm’s offerings, thereby
3

leading to higher customer loyalty. Above these value perceptions, brand equity reflects
customers’ subjective and intangible assessment of the image of the brand. For customers,
brands perceived to be strong reduce the perceived performance risk of services and lead to
higher intentions to stay loyal. Relationship equity is defined as customers’ assessments of
interactions with the firm. This depends on customers’ relationships with sales- and
servicepersons, loyalty programs, and so forth. If perceived relationship equity is high,
customers believe that they are well-treated and feel a strong connection with the firm, which has
a positive effect on loyalty intentions.
However, as noted, customer loyalty is easily influenced by contextual situations, implying
that boundary conditions exist between the positive link of CEDs and customer loyalty. We aim
to examine some crucial but untested boundary conditions in the customer loyalty literature,
namely (1) economic conditions, (2) industry characteristics, (3) firm characteristics, and (4)
customer emotions (see Figure 1.1). First, because firms have been encountering reduced
customer loyalty during recessions (Lamey et al. 2007), it is crucial for firms to understand
which loyalty strategy would be effective during recessions. To this end, we use consumer
confidence as a proxy representing economic conditions in Chapter 2. In addition, it has been
speculated that the effectiveness of CED strategies may vary across industries and firms
(Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000).
However, empirical evidence for these speculations is sparse and little is known about the
reasons explaining the variance. To fill the research gap, Chapter 3 integrates theoretically
argued industry- and firm characteristics to explain the cross-industry and cross-firm variance of
the positive CEDs-loyalty link. Finally, while studies have identified a large number of customer
4

characteristics as moderators explaining the CEDs-loyalty link, such as demographic and
situational factors, such as expertise, relationship length, or switching costs (Bell, Auh, and
Smalley 2005; Cooil et al. 2007; Seiders et al. 2005), customer characteristics are not limited to
these frequently examined variables. In this regard, we test the moderating role of customer
emotions, as customer emotions have recently become popular considerations in marketing
strategies (e.g., BBC 2011; Forbes 2012; NBC 2005).
Table 1.1 summarizes these boundary conditions and the relevant measures studied in
Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Subsequently, we will discuss these boundary conditions in more detail.

Table 1.1 Boundary Conditions and Measures in Chapter 2, 3, and 4
Chapter

Boundary Condition

Measure

2

Economic conditions

Consumer confidence

3

Industry characteristics

Market environment
Types of services & transactions
Innovation
Market position

Firm characteristics

4

1.3

Customer characteristics

Customer emotions

Boundary Conditions of the CEDs-Loyalty Link

1.3.1 Economic conditions: consumer confidence
In light of the great economic crisis of the last few years, firms have been encountering reduced
customer loyalty (Lamey et al. 2007). How can firms retain customers in turbulent times? This is
a crucial question without a definite answer yet. A number of speculations suggesting effective
marketing strategies during recessions have appeared, but these speculations do not provide clear
5

guidance for firms. For example, some propose that service value is of importance (e.g., The
Independent 2010), some claim that good brands are recession-proof (e.g.,
Knowledge@Wharton 2010), and others suggest that customer relationship management is a
useful loyalty tool (e.g., Knowledge@Wharton 2010). To initially answer the question, we use
consumer confidence (CC) as a proxy representing economic conditions because CC and
economic conditions are tightly related to each other (Katona 1979). CC becomes relatively
lower during recessions, but higher during prosperity. Consumer confidence is a psychological
construct that measures customers’ perceptions about their recent and future financial situation
and economic climate (Curtin 2007; Katona 1974; Lemmens, Croux, and DeKimpe 2007). CC
reflects different customer preferences (e.g., Allenby, Jen, and Leone 1996; Katona 1968). In this
sense, CC may help in explaining which loyalty strategies are more effective (i.e., preferred by
customers) in turbulent times. We find that value equity is more effective at increasing customer
loyalty for lower-CC customers across all studied service industries. In addition, since the
moderating role of CC varies across industries, we initially find that value equity and brand
equity have more impact on customer loyalty for lower-CC customers in non-contractual settings
than those in contractual settings.
1.3.2 Industry- and firm characteristics
Researchers have been discussing the potential variation of the positive CEDs-loyalty link across
industries and firms (Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Rust, Zeithaml,
and Lemon 2000). However, systematic research about the reasons for this variation is sparse
and speculative. We hence empirically examine whether, how much, and why the CEDs-loyalty

6

Figure 1.1 Conceptual Model of the Dissertation

Firm Characteristics

Industry Characteristics

(Chapter 3)

(Chapter 3)

Customer Equity Drivers (CEDs)
Value equity
Customer Loyalty

Brand equity
Relationship equity

Economic Conditions

Customer Emotions

(Chapter 2)

(Chapter 4)
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link varies across industries and firms. In doing so, we integrate theoretically argued industryand firm characteristics to explain the concerned variance at the firm- and industry levels. In
terms of industry characteristics, we first include the market environment (i.e., environmental
turbulence and industry advertising intensity) because the industrial organization literature
assumes that the market environment adds uncertainties to the implementation of strategies (e.g.,
Gatingnon 1984). We also consider types of services and transactions (i.e., product visibility and
contractual settings) because different types of products and services would shape idiosyncratic
customer perceptions and lead to customer preferences for different strategies (Brouthers,
Brouthersm and Werner 2008; Powell 1996). Concerning firm characteristics, we include
innovativeness and market position. These two firm characteristics are firms’ core resource and
crucial for firms to maintain competitive advantages in the market (Atuahene-Gima 1996; Mizik
and Jacobson 2003). Since it is difficult for firms to change their core resource, they tend to
adapt strategies to core resource. Hence, it is necessary to know whether CEDs fit these two firm
characteristics and create a strategic synergy together. We test 18 moderating effects (3 CEDs ×
6 moderators) in total. Nine out of the 18 effects are significant. For example, at the industry
level, we find a strategic fit that the effects of CEDs are stronger in contractual settings.
However, at the firm level, there is no strategic synergy between innovativeness and relationship
equity as well as between strong brands and brand equity.
1.3.3

Customer characteristics: customer emotions

Managing customer emotions is becoming popular, which has been extensively discussed in
media and adopted by firms (e.g., BBC 2011; Forbes 2012; NBC 2005). A reliance on managing
customer emotions is thought to act as a competing strategy to existing and commonly used
strategies, such as CEDs. However, little is known about whether managing both customer
8

emotions and CEDs will lead to strategic synergy. This is not only an important theoretical issue
as stated by Bagozzi, Gopinath, and Nyer (1999), but also an important strategic issue for
managers. The reason is that marketing activities are tightly interconnected with each other. With
increasing usage of emotional strategies, it is crucial for firms to gain more understanding of
whether emotions would complement or substitute for CEDs strategies (Siggelkow 2002).
Misperceiving the interactions of strategies is critically related to the effectiveness of resource
allocation. Thus, we study two important types of customer emotions in decision-making: type I
and type II emotions (Goldstein and Strube 1994; Pham 2004; Warr, Barter, and Brownbridge
1983; Watson and Tellegen 1985). Type I emotions are influenced and managed by firms. This
type of emotion is evoked from any episodes related to firms/ brands. For example, customers
feel elated when receiving a small gift from firms or feel angry when interacting with unfriendly
front-desk staff. Elation and anger here are type I emotions. In contrast, type II emotions are not
influenced by firms and hence less relevant to firms. This type of emotion originates from
everywhere except from firms. For example, customers feel happy on a sunny day or feel sad
when his/ her favorite soccer team is defeated. Happiness and sadness here are type II emotions.
Type II emotions are less relevant to firms, but they are often misattributed by customers and
carried over to purchase decisions (Lerner, Small, and Loewenstein 2004). We find the
moderating impact of type I emotions, but not type II emotions. Specifically, the effects of CEDs
are weakened by positive valence of type I emotions, but strengthened by negative valence of
type I emotions. In addition, we also re-examine the main effect of type I emotions on customer
loyalty in a broader sense, including value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity. Our
result illustrates the salient effects of type I emotions for creating loyalty when CEDs are
simultaneously taken into account.
9

1.4

Research Aims and Contributions

This dissertation aims to identify some crucial but untested boundary conditions of the CEDsloyalty link. We focus the boundary conditions on economic conditions, industry characteristics,
firm characteristics, and customer emotions. Beyond this, we also aim to generalize the CEDsloyalty link across multiple industries and firms. To this end, we use the Dutch Customer
Performance Index (DCPI), which collects customer data from a large number of industries and
firms in the Netherlands. The DCPI started data collection in 2010 onward and is developed by
the Customer Insights Center of the University of Groningen, MetrixLab, and MIcompany
(Bouma et al. 2010). The respondents are MetrixLab’s Dutch Consumer Panel, who are recruited
from different sources (e.g., different websites) based on socio-demographic variables and
internet behavior (MetrixLab 2014). This is to create a representativeness of the Dutch
population and also to avoid respondents with similar behavior. With the surveys implemented
by MetrixLab, the response rates are on average more than 40% and the completion rates are
more than 90% (MetrixLab 2014).
The DCPI data are mainly cross-sectional, but there are panel data, namely, 419
respondents observed over two years (2011, 2012). In alignment with the customer-centric
concept, the DCPI provides information of value-to-customer (V2C) and value-to-firm (V2F),
which constitute two axes of a DCPI-matrix (see Figure 1.2). By using the DCPI-matrix, firms
are aware of the extent to which they deliver value to customers and also the extent to which
they create value to themselves. For example, scoring high in both V2C and V2F indicates that
firms have successfully created the value for both customers and themselves, becoming a “high
extracting/ high delivery firm’ in the DCPI-matrix. Subsequently, we will specify the aims and
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contributions of examining the concerned boundary conditions in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, which are
the core of this dissertation.

Figure 1.2 DCPI-Matrix (Bouma et al. 2010)

Low extracting/
high delivery firm

High extracting/
high delivery firm
Value-to-firm

Low extracting/
low delivery firm

High extracting/
low delivery firm

Value-to-customer

To examine the impact of economic conditions, we adopt CC as a moderator in the CEDsloyalty link and answer how firms can retain customers in turbulent times in Chapter 2. We use
the DCPI data in 2010, including 95 firms from 13 service industries, to test the hypotheses. By
doing so, we provide a more nuanced understanding of how firms in different service industries
need to adapt their marketing communication strategies for creating loyalty among customers
with different levels of CC.
In Chapter 3, we aim to explain the potential variation of the CEDs-loyalty link across
industries and firms (Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Rust, Zeithaml,
and Lemon 2000). To collect data at different levels, we use three different data sources: (1) the
DCPI data in 2011 (including 8,924 customers of 95 leading firms across 18 service industries),
(2) an expert survey consisting of 558 responses from managers and business consultants, and (3)
11

external sources including data from A.C. Nielsen on firms’ annual advertising expenditures as
well as from firms’ annual reports on revenues. Taken together, we assist in gaining more
generalizable and nuanced insights with respect to the CEDs-loyalty link. We are also able to
recommend that managers develop context-specific strategies.
In Chapter 4, we aim to examine the interaction of customer emotions and CEDs on
customer loyalty. We ask whether CEDs are differentially effective for creating customer loyalty,
depending on customer emotions. In addition, we are interested in whether customer emotions
and CEDs jointly contribute to explaining customer loyalty (i.e., main effect of emotions). We
conduct three studies to test the hypotheses. In Study 1, we examine type I emotions by using the
DCPI data in 2012. The data include 102 leading firms across 18 services industries. Study 2 is a
mixed design. We manipulate type II emotions by watching videos (between subjects) and then
manipulate CEDs and measure customer loyalty by a conjoin design (within subjects). In Study 3,
to examine type I and type II emotions simultaneously, we use customer data in the lottery
industry. The reason of choosing the lottery industry is that emotions are enormously
experienced by customers/ players in the context (Mageau et al. 2005; Zeelenberg and Pieters
2004). We give guidance on how firms can combine customer emotions and CEDs for
effectively creating customer loyalty.
In Chapter 5, we summarize our findings, provide managerial implications, and give
directions for future research. Table 1.2 outlines the concerned boundary conditions and shows
the data and methods used in Chapter 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The dissertation contributes to the
customer loyalty literature by empirically examining crucial, untested boundary conditions of the
positive link of CEDs and loyalty.
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Table 1.2 Data and Methods of Each Chapter1
Chapter 2
Economic conditions _
consumer confidence

Chapter 3
Industry characteristics
Firm characteristics

Chapter 4
Customer emotions

Data

DCPI 2010
DCPI panel data 2011-2012

DCPI 2011
Expert survey
External sources

DCPI 2012
Experimental design
Lottery industry

Sample size

DCPI 2010:
6,641 responses
71 firms
13 industries
DCPI panel data:
419 responses

DCPI 2011:
8,924 responses
95 firms
18 industries
Expert survey:
558 expert responses

DCPI 2012:
10,497 responses
102 firms
18 industries
Experimental data:
183 respondents
Lottery industry:
2,156 respondents
7 firms

Method

Multilevel analysis
Meta-analysis
Panel-data analysis

Multilevel analysis with
random coefficients

Multilevel analysis
Meta-analysis
Experimental design

Boundary condition

1

The reason of using different DCPI datasets is twofold: (1) the starting timing and (2) specific need of each chapter. For example, only the DCPI
2010 was available when Chapter 2 started in 2010. Chapter 3 needs a larger number of firms and industries for examining the cross-firm and
cross-industry variance. Hence, we use the DCPI 2011 for Chapter 3 because the DCPI 2011 collects more firms and industries than the DCPI
2010.
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Chapter 2
2

THE ROLE OF CONSUMER CONFIDENCE IN CREATING
CUSTOMER LOYALTY2

2.1

Introduction

How can firms retain customers during recessions? Firms are seeking answers to this question, as
they encounter reduced customer loyalty during recessions (Estelami, Lehmann, and Holden
2001; Lamey et al. 2007). While a number of speculations suggesting effective marketing
strategies during recessions appear, these speculations do not provide clear guidance for firms.
For example, some propose that service value is of importance (e.g., The Independent 2010),
some claim that good brands are recession-proof (e.g., Knowledge@Wharton 2010), and others
suggest that customer relationship management is a useful loyalty tool (e.g.,
Knowledge@Wharton 2010). Since it is unknown when the recent global economic crisis will
end or when the next one will start, it is urgent to answer how firms can retain customers during
recessions.
One particular phenomenon during recessions is that consumer confidence is relatively
low. Consumer confidence is a psychological construct that measures customers’ perceptions
about their recent and future financial situation and economic climate. The permanent income
hypothesis (Friedman 1957) proposes that consumption behavior is affected only by permanent
income or an external shock (e.g., changes in customer preferences), but not by current income.
Consumer confidence may be affected by a shock, which influences consumption behavior and
This Chapter is based on Yi-Chun Ou, Lisette de Vries, Thorsten Wiesel, and Peter C. Verhoef (2014), “The Moderating Role of Consumer
Confidence in Creating Customer Loyalty in Service Industries,” Journal of Service Research, forthcoming.
2
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reflects different customer preferences (e.g., Allenby, Jen, and Leone 1996; Katona 1968). For
example, lower consumer confidence usually leads to lower spending, whereas higher consumer
confidence leads to higher spending.
Having loyal customers, especially during recessions, may protect firms from financial
turmoil since customer loyalty leads to a larger customer base (Reinartz and Kumar 2000) and
higher profitability (Seiders et al. 2005). Previous research has identified three important
customer equity drivers (i.e., CEDs: value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity) that
enhance customer loyalty (e.g., Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004). The positive link between
CEDs and loyalty is empirically well supported (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel,
Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008). What remains unclear is whether the effects of CEDs
differ for different levels of consumer confidence, which is particularly relevant during
recessions when consumer confidence is relatively low. Hence, the first aim of this study is to
examine whether and how consumer confidence moderates the link between CEDs and customer
loyalty. The second aim is to examine whether the moderating role of consumer confidence
varies across industries since it has been noted that the impact of consumer confidence on
consumption behavior differs across industries (e.g., Curtin 1982; Leeflang and van Raaij 1993).
We take an initial step and explain potential differences across industries by considering the
unique characteristics of contractual and non-contractual settings.
In sum, we contribute to the customer loyalty literature by investigating (1) the moderating
role of consumer confidence in loyalty creation and (2) the potential variance of this moderating
role across a large number of service industries. To test the hypotheses and examine whether the
moderating role of consumer confidence can be generalized across industries, we use a metaanalysis to summarize the multilevel results of 13 service industries. We find that consumer
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confidence partly influences the effects of CEDs on customer loyalty and that this influence
varies across industries. Value equity is in general more important for customers with lower
consumer confidence, but this is more apparent for non-contractual settings than for contractual
settings. Brand equity is also more important for customers with lower consumer confidence, but
only for non-contractual settings. As a result, we provide a more nuanced understanding of how
firms in different service industries need to adapt their marketing communication strategies in
creating loyalty among customers with different levels of consumer confidence.
2.2

Overview of the Major Constructs

2.2.1 Customer equity drivers and customer loyalty
The conceptual framework of this study is shown in Figure 2.1. We build upon the customer
equity model of Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml (2004), in which CEDs are determinants of customer
loyalty. Following Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml (2004), we use loyalty intentions to measure
customer loyalty for two reasons: first, it is practically infeasible to compare loyalty behavior
across a large number of industries for a large number of firms since loyalty behavior has
different meanings across industries. Second, loyalty intentions are a forward-looking
measurement (i.e., predictor of sales) and thus provide firms a direction for strategy development
(Gustafsson, Johnson, and Roos 2005). The definition of CEDs is specified and the link between
CEDs and customer loyalty is illustrated in Chapter 1 (see pages 3-4). Previous research has
convincingly shown that CEDs are positively related to loyalty intentions and actual loyalty (e.g.,
Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008). Hence, we do
not formulate hypotheses regarding the effects of CEDs on loyalty intentions, but rather focus on
the moderating role of consumer confidence on the CEDs-loyalty link.
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2.2.2 Consumer confidence
Consumer confidence (CC) is a commonly used measure in the economics literature, but its
impact on customers’ perceptions is relatively less examined in marketing. To justify the
potential role of CC in the customer loyalty literature, we elaborate on the following issues: (1)
the definition of CC, (2) economics theory on CC, (3) the impact of CC on consumption, and (4)
the use of CC as a moderator in this study.
Definition of CC: CC is a psychological construct that measures customers’ expected changes
and variance of their household finances and the economic climate (Curtin 2007; Katona 1974;
Lemmens, Croux, and DeKimpe 2007). At the lower end of the CC continuum, customers
pessimistically expect a financially worse-off outlook that is attached with uncertainty. At the
higher end of the CC continuum, customers optimistically expect a financially better-off outlook
that is attached with certainty. These dimensions of pessimism/ optimism and uncertainty/
certainty mainly guide customers’ purchase decisions (Curtin 2007).
Economics Theory on CC: Economists argue that consumer spending is a function of the “ability
to buy” and the “willingness to buy” (e.g., Katona 1968). The “ability to buy” refers to income
and assets possessed by customers. The “willingness to buy” refers to customers’ subjective
expectations of their household finances and the economic climate (i.e., the definition of CC).
Conventionally, economists mainly focused on the “ability to buy” to predict customer spending.
However, they noticed that the “ability to buy” is not sufficient to predict consumer spending.
For example, in 1951 in the U.S. spending levels decreased, but personal incomes were
increasing (Mueller 1957). In this sense, Katona (1979) argues that the “willingness to buy”
should play a role in explaining the variance of spending levels, as it may respond more quickly
to macro-level situations (e.g., the economic climate, political situations, news, and wars) than
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the “ability to buy” variables (De Boef and Kellstedt 2004; Kumar, Leone, and Gaskins 1995).
To measure “willingness to buy,” Katona (1968) introduces the concept of CC, which is
summarized in the Index of Consumer Sentiment at the Social Research Center of the University
of Michigan (Curtin 2007).
Impact of CC on Consumption: Lower-CC customers tend to spend less and save more to
prepare for potential bad times than higher-CC customers (Garner 1991). Additionally, CC is a
key precursor of customer spending beyond traditional economics variables (i.e., income) and
has a significant impact on consumption growth, discretionary expenditures, consumption of
durable goods, and so forth (Allenby, Jen, and Leone 1996; Katona 1968; Ludvigson 2004; Qiao,
McAleer, and Wong 2009).
Use of CC as a Moderator: The above discussion clearly shows that CC is a leading
psychological construct in economics for predicting consumer spending, in particular in different
product categories. For example, customers with lower CC tend to purchase less discretionary or
durable goods (Katona 1974; Mueller 1957). Beyond product categories, some marketing studies
have observed a shift in brand preference when CC is lower (Lamey et al. 2007; Leeflang and
van Raaij 1993). Customers with lower CC tend to purchase more private labels and low-priced
brands. This implies that CC may be also a variable differentiating brands. However, little is
known about how customers with different levels of CC choose among competing firms/brands.
Specifically, there is a lack of knowledge regarding whether CC influences the importance of the
determinants that drive customer loyalty. This issue is particularly important when firms are
confronted with increasing disloyalty during recessions (Estelami, Lehmann, and Holden 2001).
As customers with different levels of CC have different expectations for their future, they may
value the factors that drive loyalty differently. In this study, we consider how CC impacts the
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link between CEDs and customer loyalty. Our conceptual model in Figure 1 shows that we
include CC as a factor moderating the link between CEDs and customer loyalty. Beyond that, we
include several control variables in our model. In the subsequent section, we theoretically discuss
and hypothesize on the moderating role of CC.

Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework

Customer Equity Drivers
Value equity
Brand equity

Customer Loyalty

Relationship equity

Contractual Settings

Consumer
Confidence

2.3

Control Variables
Age
Gender
Income
Relationship length
Switching costs
Involvement

Development of Hypotheses

2.3.1 CC and value equity
Value equity is defined as customers’ objective assessment of “what is given up” for “what is
received” (e.g., Lemon, Rust, and Zeithaml 2001). Because lower-CC customers tend to spend
less and save more than higher-CC customers to prepare for potential bad times (e.g., Ludvigson
2004), they may be more selective and aware of the rational calculation of “what is given up”
and “what is received” to obtain the best offer (Lamey et al. 2007; Leeflang and van Raaij 1993;
Souleles 2001). This is consistent with some indirect evidence: value-oriented stores (i.e., those
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providing a better price-quality ratio) become popular during recessions (Zurawicki and Braidot
2005). On the other hand, since higher-CC customers tend to spend more (e.g., Garner 1991),
they may be less concerned about the “value for money,” and more likely to buy impulsively
(Shama 1980; Souleles 2001). Based on the above discussion, we put forward the first
hypothesis:
H1: The positive link between value equity and loyalty intentions is stronger for lower-CC
customers, but weaker for higher-CC customers.
2.3.2 CC and brand equity
Brand equity reflects customers’ subjective and intangible assessment of the brand image (e.g.,
Lemon, Rust, and Zeithaml 2001). Strong brands have higher credibility and thereby simplify
product choice, as proposed by signal theory (Erdem and Swait 1998; Rust, Lemon, and
Zeithaml 2004). Strong brands in this sense are not necessarily expensive, but rather meant to
provide credible information to customers (Erdem and Swait 1998). Brands increase the
credibility of claimed information, and reduce customers’ information costs and perceived
performance risks of services. Therefore, strong brands are presumably preferred among a set of
choices (Erdem and Swait 2004). Since previous studies found that during recessions customers
whose CC becomes lower tend to have a skeptical consumption attitude and are more
considerate of what they buy (Shama 1980), we expect that lower-CC customers prefer
credibility provided by strong brands to decrease uncertainty in transactions. In contrast, it is
found that higher-CC customers tend to buy different brands and try new things (Homburg and
Giering 2001; Kahn 1995). These findings imply that higher-CC customers pay less attention to
performance risks of services. As a consequence, the credibility of strong brands may be less
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necessary for higher-CC customers when making a purchase. Following the above reasoning, we
provide the second hypothesis:
H2: The positive link between brand equity and loyalty intentions is stronger for lower-CC
customers, but weaker for higher-CC customers.
2.3.3 CC and relationship equity
In service industries, relationship marketing functions as a crucial strategy for decreasing
customers’ purchase uncertainty (e.g., Lemon, Rust, and Zeithaml 2001). This is because most
services are intangible, which makes it difficult for customers to evaluate the quality before or
even after consumption (Berry 1995; Crosby and Stephens 1987). When discussing the role of
customer relationships, one can take two perspectives: a benefit and a cost perspective. Benefits
of relationships can be financial and social (Bolton, Lemon and Verhoef 2004). Financial
benefits may arise from loyalty programs that reward continued patronage, for example (Berry
1995; Dorotic, Bijmolt and Verhoef 2012; Liu 2007). These financial benefits may be more
important for lower-CC customers than for higher-CC customers, as the former experiences
some financial distress. On the other hand, social incentives involve emotional ties and induced
trust by frequent interactions between customers and firms (Bolton, Lemon, and Verhoef 2004;
Rousseau et al. 1998). Trust in a partnership refers to mutual benefits and benevolence and
thereby helps decrease any uncertainties between customers and firms (Briggs and Grisaffe 2010;
Morgan and Hunt 1994). These social incentives may be more helpful for lower-CC customers
than higher-CC customers to decrease uncertainties and skepticism (Shama 1980). From a
benefit perspective on customer relationships, we expect that relationship equity becomes more
important for lower-CC customers than for higher-CC customers.
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Building relationships with firms costs time and effort for customers. Being in such a
relationship may give customers the feeling of a loss of privacy (Leenheer et al. 2007). LowerCC customers may avoid these costs and investments of building relationships because they are
more skeptical toward firms’ offerings and less certain of the return on their investments in the
relationships than higher-CC customers (Shama 1980). Hence, from a cost perspective we expect
that relationship equity becomes less important for lower-CC customers than for higher-CC
customers.
Taking both the benefit- and cost perspective into account, we propose the following two
competing hypotheses:
H3a (benefit perspective): The positive link between relationship equity and loyalty intentions is
stronger for lower-CC customers, but weaker for higher-CC customers.
H3b (cost perspective): The positive link between relationship equity and loyalty intentions is
stronger for higher-CC customers, but weaker for lower-CC customers.
2.3.4 Differences between contractual and non-contractual industries
Previous studies propose that CC does not equally influence consumption across industries
(Curtin 1982; Qiao, McAleer, and Wong 2009; Quelch and Jocz 2009). For three reasons, we
argue that CC may have more moderating impact on loyalty decisions in non-contractual settings
than in contractual settings.
First, although customers have different levels of CC, customers in contractual settings are
less able to adjust their preferences to the perceived levels of CC, as the contract duration stated
in the contract may restrict customers’ actions (Bucklin and Sengupta 1993; Reinartz and Kumar
2002). Second, a contract reduces performance risks of services and uncertainties about future
transactions (Macaulay 1963). Firms that offer contractual services usually provide their
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customers relatively stable and well-defined performance, as stated in the contract. Third,
frequent interactions with firms in contractual settings allow customers to accumulate
experiences and become more confident of their own judgment about the firm’s performance
(Garbarino and Johnson 1999). Therefore, they may tend to rely on their individual perceptions
of CEDs, which remain stable regardless of their levels of CC. In sum, these three reasons lead
to the following hypothesis:
H4: The moderating effects of CC on the link between CEDs and loyalty intentions are less
apparent in contractual settings than in non-contractual settings.
2.3.5 Control variables
We account for several variables that possibly influence loyalty intentions. These are three
customer characteristics: age, gender, and income (e.g., Melnyk, van Osselaer, and Bijmolt 2009;
Mittal and Kamakura 2001; Mittal, Kamakura, and Govind 2004). There can be differences
across age groups or gender in their intention to remain loyal. Previous studies show that there
are differences between men and women regarding their loyalty (e.g., Melnyk, van Osselaer, and
Bijmolt 2009). We also account for income (euros) in order to measure the “ability to buy”
(Katona 1968; 1979). Similarly, as income influences consumption, it may also influence loyalty
intentions. Along with customer characteristics, we account for customer-firm characteristics:
relationship length, switching costs, and involvement. The length of the customer-firm
relationship can be an indicator of past loyalty, which often translates into future loyalty
(Verhoef 2003). Moreover, when it is difficult to switch to another firm, customers may remain
loyal not because they favor the firm, but simply because it is too difficult or too much effort to
switch (e.g., Bolton 1998; Bolton, Lemon, and Verhoef 2004). Lastly, the level of involvement
of customers with services in a certain industry may influence their loyalty intentions. When
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customers feel that a specific type of service is important and relevant to them, they are more
likely to be involved in it. This in turn affects their intention to stay loyal (Bloemer and de
Ruyter 1999).
2.4

Research Design

2.4.1 Data
We collect customer data of 71 leading Dutch firms (based on revenues) from 13 service
industries in 2010 (i.e., DCPI 2010). These 13 service industries are divided further into
contractual and non-contractual settings. Contractual settings include insurance, health insurance,
telecommunication, banking, and energy. Non-contractual settings include supermarkets,
gasoline stations, health & beauty stores, department stores, fashion stores, music/book/toy
(MBT) stores, furnishing warehouses, and travel agencies. Respondents are randomly chosen
and asked to rate multiple instances of a phenomenon (i.e., relationships with different firms –
Rindfleisch et al. 2008) per industry. The advantage of this method is its ability to generate more
responses with a limited number of respondents. For each industry, a list of firms (between 3 and
10) was provided to the respondents, who chose the firms of which s/he is currently a customer
and repeatedly answered the same questions about those firms. There are 3,592 total eligible
respondents and 6,641 total responses. The data contain 49.1% males. 23.7% of the respondents
are between 18 and 29 years old, 23.3% between 30 and 39, 21.3% between 40 and 49, 26.3%
between 50 and 64, and 5.4% more than 65 years old. The majority of respondents (52.9%) earns
between €30,000 and €60,000 per year.
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2.4.2 Measurement of variables
We draw on prior studies for the measurement of variables in the conceptual model. Following
Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml (2004), we adopt self-reported probabilities of engaging in
repurchase behavior to measure loyalty intentions. CEDs are measured by multiple items with
seven-point Likert scales (1 = totally disagree; 7 = totally agree). Value equity (VE) focuses on
the price-quality ratio and convenience (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Verhoef, Langerak,
and Donkers 2007). Brand equity (BE) measures the perceived strength and innovativeness of
the brand (Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers 2007). Relationship equity (RE) consists of items
focusing on perceived commitment as well as feeling ‘at home’ and connected to the firm
(Verhoef 2003; Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers 2007; Bügel, Verhoef, and Buunk 2011). To
measure CC, three questions are adapted from the Index of Consumer Sentiment of the
University of Michigan (Curtin 1982). These questions are also used by the Dutch Central
Institution of Statistics to measure CC for the Dutch Government. The questions measure the
current and future financial situation of the household and the future expectation of the Dutch
economy with seven-point Likert scales (1 = will become worse; 4 = will remain the same; 7 =
will become better). We control for age, gender, income, relationship length (RL), switching
costs (SC), and involvement (INV). We refer to Appendix 1 for the questions of the relevant
variables of this study. Two pre-tests are conducted: The first pre-test (n=27) investigates
whether the questions are understandable. The second pre-test (n=393) is conducted in the
banking industry to examine reliability and face validity of the completely filled in questions.
The results of both pre-tests do not show any problems regarding understandability, reliability,
and face validity.
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We use the averages of the items to form the CEDs constructs and the CC construct for
each industry3. Due to space limitations, Table 2.1 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the
data across all 13 industries. The reliability (Cronbach’s α) of the CEDs and CC per industry is
above 0.6. To measure discriminant validity of the main constructs, we calculate the average
variance extracted (AVE) of each construct and also a construct’s shared variance with any other
construct (e.g., Fornell and Larcker 1981). Given that a construct’s AVE is larger than its shared
variance with any other construct, discriminant validity is supported (Campbell and Fiske 1959).
The AVEs of CEDs and CC are larger than its shared variance with any others, which means that
these scales measure different constructs.
To test for common method bias (CMB), we use two methods: (1) Harman’s one-factor
test (Podsakoff and Organ 1986) and (2) partial correlation with a marker variable (Lindell and
Whitney 2001). Neither Harman’s one-factor test nor the partial correlation with a marker
variable provides evidence for CMB.
2.4.3 Methodology
We analyze the data in two steps. First, we use a multilevel model to analyze the data for each
individual industry. Second, we adopt a meta-analysis to summarize the multilevel results across
the 13 industries to examine whether the concerned effects in the conceptual model can be
generalized to the 13 industries, rather than focus on the result of each individual industry. Hence,
the results of the meta-analysis are used to test the hypotheses. The specification of these two
steps is as follows.
Multilevel analysis: To analyze each industry, we adopt a random-intercept multilevel analysis
for three reasons (Snijders and Bosker 1999). Firstly, the dataset of each industry is hierarchical.
3

We also used factor scores to form the constructs – see robustness checks.
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Customers (level two or customer-level) may repeatedly respond to the same questions
concerning more than one firm (level one or firm-level) because a customer may be a current
customer of multiple firms of an industry. The rows of “Responses” and “Respondents” in Table
2.2 show the sample sizes of level one and level two, respectively, of each industry. For example,
in the insurance industry the level-one sample size is 972 responses to different insurance firms
and the level-two sample size is 514 customers. Secondly, when a customer has transactions with
more than one firm within an industry, s/he repeatedly answers questions concerning those
relevant firms. Hence, this customer provides multiple dependent responses, which lead to an
overestimation of the precision of the precision of the parameters (t-values) when using OLS. In
addition, because the dependent variable, loyalty intentions, contains values only between 0 and
100, which is between 0% and 100% in percentage, we transform it with a logarithm,
⁄

, to assume a linear relationship of loyalty intentions and the relevant independent

variables. To avoid Ln(0) and a zero in the denominator, we recode 0% with 0.00001 and 100%
with 0.99999. We notice that the number of the decimals does not have the impact on the
multilevel results. The following equations represent the used random intercept model:
∑

(1)
(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)

where,
LIij:

loyalty intentions for firm i evaluated by customer j,
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VEij:

value equity for firm i evaluated by customer j,

BEij:

brand equity for firm i evaluated by customer j,

REij:

relationship equity for firm i evaluated by customer j,

CCj:

consumer confidence for each customer j,

CV1j:

a vector of customer-level j (level two) control variables (i.e., age, gender, and
income),

CV2ij:

a vector of firm-level i (level one) control variables (i.e., relationship length,
switching costs, and involvement),

FDk:

dummy variables for firm k in each industry,

Rij:

level one (firm i) residuals,

μ0j:

level two (customer j) residuals.

β0j is the random level-one intercept; β1j, β2j, β3j, and γ01 are the fixed coefficients of VEij, BEij,
REij, and CCj respectively. β4 and β5 are a vector of coefficients corresponding to level two and
level one control variables respectively. β6k are the fixed coefficients for the k firm dummy
variables of each industry. Finally, γ00, γ10, γ20, and γ30 are the level two intercepts; γ11, γ21, and
γ31 are the coefficients for the interaction terms.
Meta-analysis: To test whether the moderating role of CC can be generalized to the studied
industries, we summarize the multilevel results of 13 industries. There are several methods to
summarize individual effects. “Simple counting” used to be a common method to summarize the
effects (i.e., summary effects). It simply calculates the number of significant and insignificant
results (Borenstein et al. 2009). However, simple counting has several limitations, for which a
meta-analysis provides a remedy. First, simple counting uses the p-value to summarize the
effects. However, the validity of p-values is vulnerable to several factors, such as the sample size
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and the effect size of the concerned link (Rosenthal 1991). As such, it is difficult to say whether
an insignificant result is true or is rather due to the sample size or the effect size. A meta-analysis
instead takes both the sample size and effect size into account. Second, simple counting is more
likely to have a smaller statistical power and to cause type-II errors than a meta-analysis
(Borenstein et al. 2009). Finally, simple counting does not provide a statistical test for the
summary effect, but a meta-analysis does (Borenstein et al. 2009). Hence, a meta-analysis is an
appropriate method to summarize the concerned effects.
Following previous studies (e.g., Borenstein et al. 2009; Palmatier et al. 2006;
Deleersnyder et al. 2009), we conduct the meta-analysis as follows. The effect size test is
adopted for the validity of the summary effects, which uses the sample-weighted-adjusted
Fisher’s z to present the magnitudes of summary effects (M), shown in Equations 2, 3, 3.1, and
3.2.
Fisher’s z = Yi = 0.5×ln(

)

(2)

where r is the correlation coefficient of the concerned effects.
M=

∑
∑

(3)
(3.1)
(3.2)

where k is the number of the industries, Wi is the weight assigned to each single industry, Yi is
Fisher’s z, VYi is the within-industry variance for industry i, and ni is the sample size of industry i.
Next, we test whether the summary effects are significantly different from zero by using a
Z-value (see Equation 4).
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Z=

(4)

where M is the summary effect, SEM is the estimated standard error of M.
Note that a summary effect across these 13 industries can be significantly different from
zero and (for example) positive, despite the fact that the estimated coefficients in some industries
are insignificant and even negative. This can be attributed to the potential vulnerability of the pvalue and/ or the lower statistical power in each single industry.
Finally, in order to justify potential systematic differences between industries, we test
whether summary effects are heterogeneous across the studied industries (i.e., homogeneity test).
Two indices for the homogeneity test are adopted. First, Q (χ2-distributed) tests the null
hypothesis of no variation in the summary effects across industries (see Equation 5).
∑

(5)

However, since insignificant results of Q may be attributed to low power, we also used the
I2 statistic to test for heterogeneity. I2 represents the proportion of variation of the summary
effect, which in fact takes place between industries (see equation 6). Borenstein et al. (2009)
suggest that the proportions of 25%, 50%, and 75% are regarded as respective threshold values
for low, moderate, and high variation between industries.
(

)

(6)

where df is the degrees of freedom.
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Table 2.1 Descriptive statistics
Relationship

Switching

Mean

SD

VE

BE

RE

CC

Age

Gender

Income

length

costs

Involvement

VE

5.00

1.16

1

0.577

0.554

0.018

0.067

0.050

-0.056

0.056

-0.114

0.469

BE

4.81

1.14

1

0.599

0.041

0.049

0.001

-0.017

0.071

-0.028

0.468

RE

4.12

1.29

1

0.023

0.037

0.044

-0.050

0.087

0.010

0.613

CC

3.78

0.84

1

-0.206

-0.136

0.170

-0.087

-0.007

-0.047

Age

-

-

1

-0.111

0.057

0.237

0.045

0.072

Gender

-

-

1

-0.102

-0.015

0.032

0.067

Income

-

-

1

0.080

-0.007

-0.063

Relationship length

-

-

1

0.062

0.084

Switching costs

3.57

1.71

1

0.057

Involvement

4.52

1.32

1

-: ordinal measurements
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2.5

Results

2.5.1 Summary effects of CEDs and summary moderating effects of CC across 13
industries
Table 2.2 shows the multilevel results of 13 service industries. These multilevel results will not
be discussed in detail, but are used as input for the meta-analysis. Table 2.3 summarizes the
results of Table 2.2 by using the meta-analysis, which are used to test the hypotheses. Across 13
industries, the summary effects of CEDs on loyalty intentions are significantly positive (p-value
< 0.01): 0.329 for relationship equity, 0.319 for brand equity, and 0.377 for value equity. The
results provide additional evidence for previous research on the positive link between CEDs and
customer loyalty (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan
2008). The summary effect of CC is not significantly related to loyalty intentions (0.009, pvalue > 0.1).
Next, we investigate the summary moderating effects of CC. The interactions of CEDs and
CC are among the mean-centered variables. Consistent with hypothesis 1, the interaction
between value equity and CC is significant and negatively related to loyalty intentions (-0.032,
p-value < 0.05). This means that the moderating role of CC on the effect of value equity is
generally negative (i.e., different from zero) and the average magnitude is -0.032 across all
studied service industries. This also shows that the link between value equity and customer
loyalty is stronger for lower-CC customers and weaker for higher-CC customers. The other two
interactions, namely brand equity and CC (-0.012, p-value > 0.1) as well as relationship equity
and CC (-0.014, p-value > 0.1), are not significant.
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2.5.2 Homogeneity test: summary moderating effects of CC across 13 industries
With regard to the moderating effects of CC, the homogeneity test for Q shows that the effects
vary significantly across the 13 industries (Q=58.77 for VE×CC, p-value < 0.01; Q=48.22 for
BE×CC, p-value < 0.01; Q=28.80 for RE×CC, p-value < 0.05; see Table 2.3). The homogeneity
test for I2 equals 80% for VE×CC, 75% for BE×CC, and 58% for RE×CC. These results show
that the variance of the VE×CC and BE×CC interactions highly stem from differences between
industries. They also indicate that the variance of the RE×CC interaction only moderately stems
from differences between industries. Additionally, Table 2.3 shows the 95% of the confidence
interval (CI) of the summary moderating effects. The range of the moderating effects is between
-0.057 and -0.008 for the interaction of VE×CC, between -0.036 and 0.012 for BE×CC, and
between -0.038 and 0.010 for RE×CC. Taken together, the homogeneity test shows that, while
we do not find the general moderating effects of CC on the link between brand equity and loyalty
and on the link of relationship equity and loyalty, these moderating effects may exist in some
industries. The homogeneity test encourages us to further examine the potential differences of
these interactions between industries. In this study, we take an initial step by taking contractual
and non-contractual settings into account, as suggested in hypothesis 4.

2.5.3 Summary moderating effect of CC in contractual and non-contractual settings
Table 2.3 shows the results of the meta-analysis conducted separately for contractual and noncontractual settings. We focus only on the results of the moderating effect of CC. As expected,
no significant moderating effects are found in contractual settings. However, in non-contractual
settings, the summary effects of the interaction of VE×CC (-0.046, p-value < 0.01) and the
interaction of BE×CC (-0.034, p-value < 0.05) are significantly negative. We do not find a
significant moderating effect of CC on the link between relationship equity and customer loyalty
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in either setting (-0.008 for contractual settings, p-value > 0.10; -0.020 for non-contractual
settings, p-value > 0.10).
The results of the meta-analysis may be perceived as different from the analysis per
industry shown in Table 2.2. Please note that it is not uncommon in meta-analytic research, that
although there are only a few significant parameters in the individual results, the meta-analytical
results provide support for a significant summary effect (e.g., Abelson 1997; Lau et al. 1992;
Rossi 1997). In the Appendix 2 we further provide an in-depth discussion about the findings
reported in Table 2.3.
2.5.4 Robustness checks
To test whether the results are robust, we conduct several robustness checks: (1) we include
random parameters for CEDs; (2) we transform the independent and dependent variables to
logarithms to capture potential non-linear effects; (3) we estimate our model with factor scores
for CEDs to account for potential multicollinearity; (4) we pool the data across the 13 industries
and estimate a logit model with dummies for contractual vs. non-contractual settings and for
firms; (5) we estimate the models on a randomly chosen 90% of the sample4. The results of the
robustness checks are consistent with the results presented in this section, which provides
sufficient support for the robustness of our findings.
We also examine whether income and CC are similar constructs, since some economists
argue that CC is similar to income (Burch and Gordon 1984). Firstly, CC and income are not
highly correlated. The correlation coefficients are between -0.133 and -0.390 across most
industries. Secondly, we conduct an additional analysis in which income is used as a moderating
variable instead of CC. The meta-analysis shows that the summary moderating effect of income
4

Results of these analyses are available upon request.
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is not significant across 13 industries, neither in contractual settings nor in non-contractual
settings. These results are clearly different from the results of CC as a moderator. These
examinations indicate that CC and income are different constructs and cannot be used
interchangeably in analyses.
The prior analyses are based on cross-sectional data, meaning that results only show differences
between customers with higher- and lower CC levels and not how changes in CC induce
different relationships between CEDs and customer loyalty5. We use data on 419 respondents
that participated in the annual survey in two subsequent years (2011 and 2012) for an additional
panel analysis.
In this additional analysis, we cannot perform the analysis per industry since the sample
sizes per industry are too small. Based on the scores of CC within respondents in year 1 (2011)
and year 2 (2012), we calculate changes of CC for each respondent. We divide the respondents
into two groups: one group in which CC has decreased (n=291) and one in which CC has
increased or remained the same (n=128). Subsequently, we compare the parameters of CEDs in
year 1 and year 2 for the two different CC groups. By doing so, we investigate for both groups
whether the parameters are higher or lower in year 2, compared to year 1. We expect that for the
decreasing-CC group, the parameters for value equity and brand equity would increase (i.e.,
value equity and brand equity become more important). The result shows that while not all CEDs
significantly affect loyalty, CEDs that are significant do affect loyalty positively (see Table 2.4).
Overall, the results of the panel data confirm the expectations. For the decreasing-CC group, the
effects of value equity (0.226 for year 1; 0.608 for year 2) and brand equity (0.689 for year 1;

5

We thank the editor and an anonymous reviewer for providing this suggestion.
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Table 2.2 Results of the Multilevel Analyses (Random Intercept), Function of Loyalty Intentions

VE
BE
RE
CC
VE× CC
BE × CC
RE × CC
Age
Gender (female)
Income
RL
SC
Involvement
Constant
LLa: null modelb
LLa
AIC
BIC
Respondents
Responses

Insurance

Contractual setting
Health
Telecom Banking
insurance

Energy

Supermarkets

Gasoline
stations

Health &
Beauty

Non-contractual setting
Department Fashion
MBT
stores
stores

Furnishing
warehouses

Travel
agencies

0.494***
0.423***
0.699***
-0.230
0.204
0.060
-0.101
-0.338***
0.486*
-0.162
-0.001
0.028
0.810***
-2.574***
-2861.72
-2683.43
-2657.43
-2667.44
513
971

0.013
0.593***
0.807***
-0.030
-0.336*
0.048
-0.057
-0.105
-0.192
0.243
0.048
0.070
0.079
0.898***
-1241.87
-1184.01
-1158.01
-1168.34
463
472

0.164
0.426
1.458***
0.366
-0.682**
0.461
0.018
0.485**
0.363
0.282
0.359*
0.229
-0.097
3.192***
-1059.72
-1021.54
-995.54
-1006.01
321
340

0.689***
-0.128
0.294**
0.193
-0.334***
0.192
-0.114
-0.134
-0.217
0.214*
0.232***
0.046
0.351***
-1.171***
-1596.92
-1496.72
-1470.72
-1480.91
240
651

0.620***
0.582***
0.613**
-0.644**
-0.205
0.250
0.389
-0.172
-0.140
0.497**
0.048
n.a.
-0.050
-1.115***
-1381.11
-1342.48
-1316.48
-1326.81
189
471

0.094
0.228*
0.363**
-0.256*
0.191
-0.093
-0.087
-0.142*
-0.791***
0.055
0.111
0.049
0.574***
-0.559***
-1071.64
-1026.86
-1001.32
-1011.66
180
456

0.157*
0.149*
0.195*
0.117
-0.144
-0.056
0.041
-0.030
-0.147
-0.053
0.294***
0.030
0.464***
-1.217***
-1226.55
-1153.28
-1127.71
-1137.95
192
579

0.129
0.149
0.166
0.120
0.052
0.099
-0.506**
-0.125
-0.223
-0.107
0.090
-0.044
0.460***
-0.975***
-759.89
-735.40
-709.10
-719.56
132
346

0.456***
0.316***
0.722***
-0.127
-0.072
-0.479***
0.162
-0.012
0.198
-0.095
0.097
-0.051
0.171
-0.694***
-1074.88
-1011.13
-985.47
-995.81
386
4 58

0.732***
0.181
0.851***
-0.161
-0.013
0.286
-0.211
-0.228*
0.083
0.077
0.313***
-0.130
0.508***
-3.101***
-2364.35
-2193.62
-2167.62
-2231.03
383
764

0.470*
0.654**
0.869***
0.172
-0.667**
0.123
0.140
-0.410**
-0.140
-0.485*
0.015
0.203
0.330
-0.309
-1315.49
-1261.66
-1235.66
-1246.03
251
430

0.170
0.079
0.418**
0.035
0.206
0.065
0.103
-0.155
0.027
0.008
-0.161
-0.083
0.518***
0.078
-639.43
-616.57
-590.43
-600.97
154
287

0.621 ***
0.120
0.266*
0.027
0.113
0.057
0.008
0.199*
0.107
-0.175
-0.090
0.138*
0.428***
-0.788***
-987.60
-939.87
-914.05
-924.43
188
416

*** p-value < 0.01; ** p-value < 0.05; * p-value < 0.10 (two-tailed test)
Note: We assume that the datasets of these 13 industries are independent from each other because there are only 5 respondents repeatedly responding to two
industries.
a
: The abbreviation of Log Likelihood.
b
: A null model includes only the random intercept, level-one and level-two residuals.
n.a.: Not available.
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Table 2.3 Results of Meta-Analyses
VE
Summary effect a
95% CI (Lower- / Upper bound)
Homogeneity test: Qb
Homogeneity test: I2c

0.329***
(0.30/ 0.35)
69.63***
83%

Summary effect a
95% CI (Lower-/ Upper bound)
Homogeneity test: Qb
Homogeneity test: I2c

0.382***
(0.35/ 0.42)
15.47**
74%

Summary effect a
95% CI (Lower-/ Upper bound)
Homogeneity test: Qb
Homogeneity test: I2c

0.285***
(0.26/ 0.32)
38.81***
82%

BE

RE
CC
Across 13 industries
0.319***
0.377***
0.009
(0.29/ 0.34)
(0.35/ 0.40)
(-0.015/ 0.033)
37.88***
42.43**
18.12
68%
72%
34%
Contractual settings
0.388***
0.449***
0.003
(0.35/ 0.42)
(0.41/ 0.49)
(-0.033/ 0.039)
4.55
5.04
3.46
12%
21%
16%
Non-contractual settings
0.262***
0.318***
-0.013
(0.23/ 0.29)
(0.29/ 0.35)
(-0.019/ 0.046)
7.50
9.16
14.51
7%
24%
52%

VE×CC

BE×CC

RE×CC

-0.032**
(-0.057/ -0.008)
58.77***
80%

-0.012
(-0.036/ 0.012)
48.22***
75%

-0.014
(-0.038/ 0.010)
28.80**
58%

-0.015
(-0.052/ 0.020)
14.36**
72%

0.016
(-0.021/ 0.051)
9.56*
58%

-0.008
(-0.044/ 0.028)
9.56
58%

-0.046***
(-0.079/ -0.014)
42.85***
84%

-0.034**
(-0.066/ -0.001)
34.71***
80%

-0.020
(-0.05/ 0.013)
19.00***
63%

***p-value < 0.01; ** p-value < 0.05; * p-value < 0.1 (two-tailed test)
a
: Null hypothesis: The summary effect is zero.
b
: Null hypothesis: Industries share the same summary effect.
c
: The proportion of heterogeneity takes place between industries, rather than sampling error.
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1.146 for year 2) in year 2 are significantly higher than those in year 1 (p-value < 0.01 for
differences in the effects using a t-test). This means that these two drivers are more important for
customers with decreasing CC. In the increasing-CC group, no significant differences in
coefficients are found for brand equity and relationship equity. Note, however, that the sample
size is smaller in this group, as CC decreased for most respondents due to the recent economic
developments. Despite the value of this additional analysis, we want to emphasize that the results
should be considered with care, as sample sizes are small. Some selection effects may exist (i.e.,
selective group of respondents in the panel), and we estimate the model aggregated across
industries, which did not allow us to account for industry differences. Still, these findings
provide initial evidence confirming the results of the cross-sectional data. But, further
examination is needed which is discussed in the limitations.
Table 2.5 summarizes the multiple results of the meta-analysis, pooled data, and panel data.
These results in general indicate that hypothesis 1 is supported across 13 industries; hypothesis 2
is partly supported (only for non-contractual settings); none of hypothesis 3a and 3b is salient;
hypothesis 4 is partly supported by the different moderating role of CC on the link between value
equity and loyalty intentions and on the link between brand equity and loyalty intentions. Overall,
our different analyses are relatively consistent and show initial evidence for the moderating role
of CC on the effect of CEDs on customer loyalty.
2.6

Discussion

During recessions, CC is generally relatively low; consequently, firms typically lose customer
loyalty during recessions (Estelami, Lehmann, and Holden 2001). Therefore, this study uncovers
whether and how CC impacts the effectiveness of loyalty drivers. In addition, this study
investigates whether the moderating role of CC varies across service industries. In doing so,
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firms in different service industries can develop a better understanding of how to adapt their
loyalty strategies for creating loyalty among customers with different levels of CC. We provide
initial empirical evidence of which loyalty strategy is more effective during recessions for firms
in different industries.

Table 2.4 Results of the Panel Data Analysis, Function of Loyalty Intentions
Variables

Decreasing-CC group
2011

2012
.608(.35)*

Increasing-CC group
2011

2012

.109(.43)

-.258(.62)

VE

.226(.32)

BE

.689(.26)***

1.146(.28)***

.668(.30)**

.359(.54)

RE

.093(.27)

-.235(.30)

.314(.39)

.332(.56)

Age

.189(.19)

-.141(.20)

.166(.28)

.532(.40)

Gender (female)

-.505(.44)

-.582(.46)

.232(.58)

-.193(.90)

Income

.268(.22)

.174(.24)

-.098(.29)

-.086(.43)

Relationship length

.077(.15)

.092(.17)

.001(.21)

-.079(.38)

Switching costs

.404(.13)***

.232(.13)

-.058(.16)

.046(.28)

-.047(.20)

-.518(.27)*

-.585(.45)

Involvement

-.176(.21)

R2

.125

.163

.103

.043

Sample size

279

279

124

124

***p-value < 0.01; ** p-value < 0.05; * p-value < 0.1 (two-tailed test)

2.6.1 Meta-analytic results
The main contribution of this study concerns the investigation of the summary moderating role
of CC on the CEDs-loyalty link across all studied industries. In doing so, a meta-analysis is an
appropriate method of obtaining empirical generalizations in marketing (Farley, Lehmann, and
Sawyer 1995). It examines the pattern (i.e., the summary effect) and also estimates the
systematic variance of the pattern in different settings (i.e., parameter adjustability; Bass 1995).
The results of the meta-analysis show that the positive effects of CEDs on loyalty intentions are
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partly contingent on different levels of CC. Value equity is more important for lower-CC
customers across industries. This finding provides evidence for a common anecdote during
recessions that lower-CC customers are more cautious and selective than higher-CC customers.
They hence tend to carefully calculate value for money when making purchasing decisions (e.g.,
Katona 1968; Leeflang and van Raaij 1993). This observation is also consistent with some
previous findings in the marketing literature. Lamey et al. (2007), for example, found that the
popularity of good-quality private labels increases in recessions.
2.6.2 Differences in contractual and non-contractual settings
Further examination indicates that the moderating effects of CC vary systematically across
industries. The result of this systematic variation across industries responds to the findings of
some previous studies with regard to CC and consumption, in which the impact of CC differs
across industries (e.g., Curtin 1982; Leeflang and van Raaij 1993). In order to explain the
industry-specific moderating role of CC in this study, we take an initial step by considering the
unique characteristics of contractual and non-contractual settings.
As expected, CC has a more significant impact on the effects of CEDs in non-contractual
settings than in contractual settings. Value equity and brand equity become more important for
lower-CC customers in non-contractual settings, which may be attributed to the unique
characteristics of these settings. For example, compared to non-contractual settings, a contract
constrains customers to adjust their consumption level. In other words, it is more difficult for
customers in contractual settings to adapt their behavior according to their preferences, which
may be reflected in different levels of CC. This further indicates that the adaptation of loyalty
strategies partly depends on whether a firm operates in contractual or non-contractual settings.
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Table 2.5 Summary of the Meta-Analysis, Pooled Data, and Panel Data

Variables

Meta-analysis
Pooled data
13 industries
Contractual
Non-contractual
13
Contractual Non-contractual
settings
settings
industries
settings
settings
Mean
Factor
Mean
Factor
Mean
Factor
Mean
Mean
Mean
scores
scores
scores
scores
scores
scores
scores
scores
scores
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
VE×CC
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
+
n.s.
n.s.
BE×CC
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
RE×CC
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
VE
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
n.s.
BE
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
RE
VE: value equity; BE: brand equity; RE: relationship equity; CC: consumer confidence
+: positive significant; -: negative significant; n.s.: not significant
1
: The symbol in the panel data shows the results of comparing the coefficients of CEDs in 2011 and 2012 by using the t-test

Panel data1
Decreasing-CC
Increasing-CC
group
group
2011-2012
2011-2012

+
+
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
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Additionally, while we find a pattern that value equity is effective for enhancing customer
loyalty for lower-CC customers across service industries, we notice that contractual firms are
more deviant from the pattern than non-contractual firms (i.e., parameter adjustability). This
shows that contractual firms should be more cautious of using value equity as strategies to
improve lower-CC customers’ loyalty than non-contractual firms.
2.6.3 Insignificant impact of CC on the effectiveness of relationship equity
We do not find any significant impact of CC on the link between relationship equity and
customer loyalty. We provide a statistical and a theoretical explanation for this. Regarding the
potential statistical explanation, both perspectives of benefits and costs (as proposed in
hypotheses 3a and 3b) arrive at different directions of the presumed moderating effects of CC.
As such, these two competing effects may nullify each other. The potential solution to the
nullification problem is to collect customer information of mechanisms underlying building
relationship equity with firms, namely, either perceiving benefits or costs. In terms of the
potential theoretical explanation, the insignificant result could be attributed to how customers
respond to CEDs. Value equity and brand equity are often effective in attracting new customers,
but are relatively shallow determinants of customer loyalty compared to relationship equity
(Oliver 1999; Singh and Sirdeshmukh 2000). As such, we assume that value and brand equity
may be more likely to be influenced by external forces, such as different economic situations
which are reflected in different levels of CC. Instead, relationship equity builds up a solid
partnership between customers and firms. The partnership derived from relationship equity
provides embeddedness and reciprocity in a transaction, which lessens opportunism and selfinterest (e.g., Morgan and Hunt 1994). This may imply that the magnitude of relationship equity
is more likely to remain the same across different levels of CC.
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2.7

Managerial Implications

How can firms retain customers during recessions? Does it still pay off to invest in the three
CEDs for enhancing customer loyalty? Our main finding indicates that firms need to adapt their
strategies during recessions since customers with different levels of CC have different
preferences. Firms should focus on the value offered by improving their price-quality ratio. This
can be done by either lowering prices and/or by increasing quality. Quality in this respect is
defined broadly, as it also includes convenience. For example, to lessen the threat of hard
discounters and to maintain a market leader in the Netherlands during recessions, a Dutch
supermarket chain (Albert Heijn) notices the importance of providing value to customers. It
decreased the prices of a large number of products in 2012 and again in the fall of 2013, but still
strives to maintain or even improve service quality. Additionally, to increase convenience in
buying, Albert Heijn increased the number of convenience stores (i.e., AH to Go) from 51 in
2011 to 55 in 2012 and aims to double the product assortment of the web-store in 2013.
Although there is no direct empirical evidence showing the link between providing a better
price-quality ratio and customer loyalty or other measures of firm performance, Albert Heijn
manages to remain market leader and is also able to increase revenue by 2.7% in the first half of
2013 (Brabants Dagblad 2013; NRC 2013).
In addition, firms in non-contractual settings trying to increase customer loyalty should
also focus on improving their brand equity during recessions. The emphasis on brand equity
responds to a debate in recessions: pro-cyclical vs. counter-cyclical advertising behavior
(Deleersnyder et al. 2009). Theoretically, counter-cyclical behavior is encouraged in order to
grasp chances during recessions because more advertising should reduce quality uncertainties, in
particular for risk-averse customers (Wiggins and Lane 1983). However, in practice, firms
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behave pro-cyclically (e.g., Deleersnyder et al. 2009; Srinivasan, Lilien, and Sridhar 2011). Our
findings suggest that managers in non-contractual settings should behave counter-cyclically by
investing more in advertising to improve brand equity during recessions. This is likely to be
rewarded with increased loyalty.
2.8

Limitations and Future Research

The above findings should be viewed by their limitations, which provide directions for further
research. First, since loyalty behavior has different meanings across industries, loyalty intentions
are used as a measure to compare customer loyalty across industries for a large number of firms.
However, observed loyalty behavior is the ultimate proof of loyalty and is more related to the
metrics of firm performance. We encourage further research to uncover an adequate proxy of
loyalty behavior as a comparison criterion across industries. Second, to explain the variation of
the moderating effects of CC on the CEDs-loyalty link, we distinguish between contractual and
non-contractual settings. However, the cross-industry variance of the moderating effects still
remains significant in both contractual and non-contractual settings. This remained variance can
further be explained by the use of loyalty programs in non-contractual settings to some extent.
Non-contractual firms often use loyalty programs to “lock-in” their customers, which may have a
similar effect as a contract. That is, the moderating impact of CC may be lessened for noncontractual firms that use loyalty programs. Since we cannot infer from our data whether
customers joined a loyalty program, we leave this interesting issue for future research. Third, it
might be that different industry characteristics besides the presence of contracts would explain
the differences in the moderating role of CC across industries. This implies that it is necessary to
consider additional industry characteristics to further explain the cross-industry variance and
give an interesting insight into which firms should consider CC, and which should ignore it.
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Fourth, there are only five contractual firms in our data, which limits the variance for the
explanation. We encourage future research to include more contractual industries to examine
whether the relevant findings can be replicated. Fifth, we do not take into account the presence
of a possible mental contract, which invisibly connects customers and firms. A mental contract
may take place in both contractual and non-contractual settings, meaning that the moderating
role of CC may be overestimated for customers with a mental contract. Sixth, one may further
examine the insignificant summary moderating effects of CC on the link between relationship
equity and customer loyalty. As we explain in the development of our hypotheses, customer-firm
relationships come with benefits and costs. To investigate whether these two competing effects
indeed nullify each other, one could deconstruct and measure both the benefit and cost
perspective of relationship equity as perceived by customers. Seventh, although we use a panel
dataset over two years to validate the results of the cross-sectional data, we do not examine
whether changes of CC before, during, and after recessions. A potential way to investigate
changes of CC is to conduct a scenario-based experiment. In such an experiment one could
manipulate the timing of recessions and observe several changes of CC over time. It is also
necessary to collect a large-scale dataset with more than two-year time series. Eighth, the
findings are from service industries in the Dutch consumer market. Conducting research in other
contexts may further strengthen generalizations. For example, the Netherlands is a high-welfare
country, meaning that people’s lives are secured by the social welfare system, which may
explain some small differences between customers with different levels of CC. Hence, an
opportunity for further research is to include high-welfare and low-welfare countries in the
analysis in order to compare results. Lastly, one interesting thought is whether longitudinal
satisfaction studies (i.e., ACSI), should also include CC measures. We find a moderating effect
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of CC on the effect of value equity on customer loyalty. Given that customer satisfaction is a
component of the value equity construct and the longitudinal nature of ACSI, researchers could
include external CC measures (i.e., the one of the University of Michigan) as moderators to
study how CC affects the link between satisfaction and customer metrics over time at the
national level (Fornell, Rust, and Dekimpe 2010).
To conclude, this study takes a first step in providing evidence for the moderating role of
CC in the formation of customer loyalty. Given some limitations of the data (e.g., no behavioral
loyalty, limited time series data, number of industries studied), clearly more research is required
on the moderating role of CC. We provide some fruitful avenues and hope that this research
provides a starting point for further efforts on this important topic.
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Chapter 3
3

THE MODERATING ROLE OF INDUSTRY- AND FIRM
CHARACTERISTICS ON THE CUSTOMER EQUITY DRIVERS–
LOYALTY LINK IN SERVICE INDUSTRIES6

“It is essential that the firm identify its industry’s success factors, paying more attention to
the Customer Equity drivers that drive customer choice, and perhaps paying less attention
to the ones that don’t.” – Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon (2000, p. 262)

3.1

Introduction

Existing research has identified three so-called customer equity drivers (CEDs) that drive loyalty
(Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000; Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and
Ramaseshan 2008): value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity. The definition of CEDs
is specified in Chapter 1 (see pages 3-4). Previous research has shown the positive effects of
CEDs on customer loyalty (e.g., Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and
Ramaseshan 2008). Apart from the positive CEDs-loyalty link, researchers have been discussing
the potential variation of these positive effects across industries and firms (Anderson and
Sullivan 1993; Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). However,
systematic research about the reasons for this variation is sparse and speculative.
Table 3.1 shows that most studies have identified extensive individual customer
characteristics, such as diverse demographic variables, relationship length and switching costs, to
This Chapter is based on Yi-Chun Ou, Thorsten Wiesel, and Peter C. Verhoef, “The Moderating Role of Industry- and Firm Characteristics on
the Customer Equity Drivers-Loyalty Link in Service Industries,” working paper, University of Groningen
6
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explain the cross-customer variance of the effects of loyalty drivers (e.g., Cooil et al. 2007;
Mittal and Kamakura 2001). However, little is known about the differential effects of CEDs at
the industry- and firm level. Second, while some studies have initially incorporated industry- and
firm characteristics (e.g., Nijssen et al. 2003; Seiders et al. 2005; Verhoef, Langerak, and
Donkers 2007; Voss, Godfrey, and Seiders 2010), they rarelyconsider them jointly and
extensively. This disjointed consideration ignores that customers are embedded in economic
systems including industries and firms (Johns 2006; Molloy, Ployhart, and Wright 2010), which
jointly shape customer decision-making and further the effectiveness of marketing strategies. In
addition, the factors explaining the cross-industry and cross-firm variance have not been
extensively explored (Nijssen et al. 2003 and Seiders et al. 2005). Finally, most previous
research focuses on few industries or firms, which provides the limited variance and thus
restricts the explanation of the differential effects of loyalty drivers across industries and firms.
To build up on these previous studies, we attempt to examine the potential variance of the
effects of CEDs on customer loyalty across industries and firms by integrating an extensive
number of industry- and firm characteristics based on previous speculations (e.g., Rust, Zeithaml,
and Lemon 2000) and empirical findings summarized in Table 3.1. Hence, this study contributes
to the current body of knowledge by empirically calculate how much and explain why the CEDsloyalty link varies across industries and firms. In doing so, we use three different data sources: (1)
a large-scale customer dataset (including 8,924 customers of 95 leading firms across 18 service
industries), (2) an expert survey consisting of 558 responses from managers and business
consultants, and (3) external sources including data from A.C. Nielsen on firms’ annual
advertising expenditures as well as from firms’ annual reports on revenues. To account for the
hierarchical data structure with three levels (i.e., customers nested within firms and further
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TABLE 3.1 Prior Empirical Studies of the Moderators on the Effects of the CEDs

Studies

Value
Equity

Main Effects
Brand Relationship
Equity
Equity

Customer
Characteristics

Mittal and Kamakura 2001



Verhoef, Franses, and Hoekstra 2002





Nijssen et al. 2003





Gustafsson, Johnson, and Roos 2005





Seiders et al. 2005





Bell, Auh, and Smalley 2005





Cooil et al. 2007





Chandrashekaran et al. 2007





Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers 2007



Voss, Godfrey, and Seiders 2010



Summary of previous studies
Current study



Moderators
Firm
Characteristics

Industry
Characteristics

Number of
Firm Industries
s



1

1



1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1








1
4

4




1


2

2

10/101

1/101

4/101

8/101

1/101

3/101

1-4

1-4







2





95

18

1

: In these fractions, the denominator refers to the number of the previous studies included in Table 1; the numerator refers to the number of the topic studied in
the previous studies. For instance, concerning value equity as main effects, ten out of ten studies have examined it.
2
: Since customer characteristics have been extensively examined, they are not included in the main model of this study for the parsimonious reason. However,
customer characteristics are used for the robustness check, which does not alter the results of the main model.
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within industries), a multilevel model is applied. Our main findings show that the CEDs-loyalty
link varies substantially across industries and firms. In addition, our included industry- and firm
characteristics explain between 65% and 85% of the cross-industry variance and between 27.5%
and 80% of the cross-firm variance. These characteristics include environmental turbulence,
industry advertising intensity, product visibility, contractual settings as well as firms’
innovativeness and market position. Taken together, we assist in gaining more generalizable and
nuanced insights with respect to the CEDs-loyalty link. We are also able to recommend that
managers develop context-specific strategies. For example, relationship equity is crucial for
retaining customer loyalty, but its effect is weakened for service industries selling visible
products (e.g., furnishing retailing). Furthermore, since we explain the cross-industry and crossfirm variance jointly, we provide more nuanced insights: for example, innovative brands selling
visible services benefit even less from relationship equity to retain loyalty than less innovative
brands selling visible products.
We organize the remainder of the chapter as follows: we first present the conceptual
framework. Then, we describe the data, the variables used in this chapter, and the methodology.
This is followed by the findings and robustness checks. Finally, we discuss the theoretical and
managerial implications.
3.2

Conceptual Model

In the conceptual model (see Figure 3.1), we include three main independent variables (CEDs):
value equity, brand equity and relationship equity. Within the marketing literature there is strong
and convincing evidence that CEDs are positively related to customer loyalty (Rust, Lemon, and
Zeithaml 2004; Szymanski and Henard 2001; Verhoef 2003; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and
Ramaseshan 2008). The discussion of the positive link of CEDs and loyalty is elaborated in
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FIGURE 3.1 A Multilevel Model of Customer Loyalty

Industry Level

Market Environment

Types of Products & Transactions

Environmental turbulence
Industry advertising intensity

Product visibility
Contractual setting

Firm Characteristics
Firm Level

Innovativeness
Market position

Customer Equity Drivers
Customer Level

Value equity
Brand equity
Relationship equity

Customer Loyalty

Control Variables
Gender, age, income, relationship length,
switching costs, involvement, consumer
confidence
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Chapter 1 (see pages 3-4). We are particularly interested in examining and explaining the
heterogeneity of this positive link at the industry- and firm level. As such, we integrate
theoretically argued industry- and firm characteristics as moderators in one conceptual
framework.
At the industry level, we consider the CEDs-loyalty link to be contingent on the following
characteristics: market environment and types of products and transactions. The industrial
organization literature assumes that the market environment may add uncertainty to the
execution of strategies and hence the market environment needs to be taken into account when
assessing the effectiveness of strategies (Holm, Kumar, and Rohde 2012). We propose that
environmental turbulence and industry advertising intensity are the main characteristics of the
market environment. Prior studies have emphasized environmental turbulence (i.e., competitive
intensity and market dynamics) as an important driver of this uncertainty (Gatignon 1984;
Seiders et al. 2005; Slater and Narver 1994). In addition, the industrial economics literature also
indicates that industry advertising intensity may add uncertainty to the execution of marketing
strategies. Firms in an intensive-advertising industry are probably not sure whether customers
perceive differences between brands when most competitors heavily invest in advertising
(Gatignon 1984; Powell 1996). In addition to the market environment, different types of products
and transactions may shape idiosyncratic perceptions of customers and further influence the
effectiveness of implementing strategies (Brouthers, Brouthers, and Werner 2008). There have
been speculations that the effects of CEDs on loyalty depend on product visibility and
contractual settings (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000) in terms of types of products and
transactions. Regarding the former, it is claimed that brand equity should be more important for
products, which are visible to others when they are used (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000).
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Regarding the latter, loyalty decisions in industries with contractual relationships are different
opposed to industries with non-contractual relationships due to the forced bonding by the
contract (Lemon, White, and Winer 2002; Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). At the firm level,
we consider the CEDs-loyalty link to be contingent on two characteristics: firms’ innovativeness
and market position. Innovativeness is a crucial contribution to firms’ sustainable competitive
advantages and the investment is immense. Hence, firms require a deeper understanding of the
fit of innovativeness and marketing strategies to create a synergy (Atuahene-Gima 1996).
Moreover, customers behave very differently between market leaders and followers (Ehrenberg,
Goodhardt, and Barwise 1990; Sharp 2010). Market leaders already have many loyal customers.
Investments in strategies to increase loyalty for market leaders may be more likely to have the
ceiling effect than for market followers.
We continue with an in-depth discussion of each of the included moderators. Thereby, we
note that we do not put forward specific hypotheses, as the number of studied moderating effects
is rather extensive, leading to a large number of potential hypotheses. The moderating effects of
industry- and firm characteristics are summarized in Table 3.2.
3.2.1 Market environment
Environmental turbulence. Environmental turbulence refers to the extent to which numerous
competitors frequently react to each other’s strategies as well as how rapidly supplies of products
and demands of customers change (e.g., Davis, Morris, and Allen 1991; Slater and Narver 1994).
In turbulent environments there is a strong competition between firms and it is difficult to
compete on value (Reimann, Schilke, and Thomas 2010) since value equity is the basic
requirement of firms striving in such an environment (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). Hence,
we expect that value equity will have a smaller effect on loyalty intentions. In contrast,
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environmental turbulence may provide an opportunity for brand equity and relationship equity.
Brand equity may be an important differentiator in a turbulent environment as it decreases
customers’ search costs among homogeneous products (e.g., Hill 1988). Also, brand equity may
provide a signal of quality guarantee to decrease uncertainties in a turbulent environment
(Mitchell, Walsh, and Yamin 2005; Weitz 1985). Therefore, the effect of brand equity is
expected to be stronger in a turbulent environment. Similarly, we expect that relationship equity
may decrease customer uncertainties because it provides a signal of trust between customers and
firms (Berger and Mitchell 1989; Duncan and Moriarty 1998). Therefore, the effect of
relationship equity may be strengthened in a turbulent environment. Taken together, we expect
that the effect of value equity is weakened in a turbulent environment, but the effects of brand
equity and relationship equity are strengthened.

TABLE 3.2 The Expected Impact of Industry and Firm Characteristics on the CEDsLoyalty Link
Characteristics

Value Equity

Brand Equity

Relationship Equity

Industry Characteristics _ Market Environment
Environmental turbulence (high)

-

+

+

Industry advertising intensity (high)

+

+/-

0

-

+

-

+/-

+/-

+/-

Innovativeness (high)

+

-

-

Market position (market leader)

-

-

-

Industry Characteristics _ Types of Products and Transactions
Product visibility (high)
Contractual settings
Firm Characteristics

+: positive moderating effects; -: negative moderating effects; +/- unclear direction of effects; 0: no expected
moderating effects
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Industry advertising intensity. Increases in advertising investments among competitors in one
industry may lead customers to choice uncertainty (i.e., which alternative to choose) and broaden
customers’ consideration sets (Kaul and Wittink 1995; Urbany, Dickson, and Wilkie 1989). In
this sense, customers are more likely to compare products or services among competitors and are
more aware of differences of product attributes between competitive brands, such as prices and
quality. This implies that the effect of value equity may be strengthened in intensive-advertising
industries since customers pay more attention to prices and quality as important decision-making
factors.
With regard to brand equity, on the one hand, one might expect that the role of brands in
intensive- advertising industries becomes more salient for customers (Joshi and Hanssens 2004;
McAlister, Srinivasan, and Kim 2007), as one aim of advertising is to emphasize the brand
image (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999). On the other hand, the role of brands in intensiveadvertising industries may become less salient for customers the role of brands in intensiveadvertising industries becomes more salient for customers. The reason is that customers may
perceive less differentiation between brands since most firms evenly invest in building brand
image. Hence, it is not clear how industry advertising intensity moderates the link between brand
equity and customer loyalty.
3.2.2 Types of products and transactions
Product visibility. Product visibility is defined as the extent to which the usage of products is
noticed by others (Fisher and Price 1992). The influence of visibility on consumer behavior can
be properly explained by social comparison cues (Beardon and Rose 1990; Fisher and Price 1992;
Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). Social comparison cues are the normative concern about what
others think of you and how others react to your behavior. When customers use social
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comparison cues, their public self-consciousness tends to be high and their behavior is more
likely to be influenced by other customers (Beardon and Rose 1990). Compared to value equity
and relationship equity, brands tend to be a symbol of social status and identity. When the usage
of products/ services is visible in public, social comparison cues imply that customers may pay
more attention to brands to maintain or indicate customers’ perceived status and identity. This is
because of the need for self-esteem (Aaker 1999), the need for good impression (Beardon and
Rose 1990), and the aim to be accepted by desired reference groups (Beardon and Etzel 1982).
Hence, we expect that brand equity may have a stronger effect on customer loyalty for visible
products, while the effects of value and relationship equity may be smaller.
Contractual settings. Contractual settings are subscription-oriented, have explicit contracts
between relevant parties, and can observe the drop of customers (Fader and Hardie 2007).
Contractual settings and non-contractual settings differ in the restriction of customer preference
and also stability of service quality. In terms of the restriction, it is more difficult for customers
in contractual settings to adjust their behavior than those in non-contractual settings, as the
contract duration stated in the contract may restrict customers’ actions (Bucklin and Segupta
1993; Reinartz and Kumar 2002). In terms of the stability, a contract reduces performance risks
of services and also uncertainties about future transactions (Macaulay 1963). This implies that
firms that offer contractual services usually provide their customers relatively stable and welldefined performance, as stated in the contract. The restriction difference assumes that contracts
create switching costs and lock-in customers (Klemperer 1987). That is, customers who
negatively perceive the CEDs of firms in contractual settings are forced to stay (Woisetschläger,
Lets, and Evanschitzky 2011) and hence the link of CEDs and customer loyalty is weakened in
contractual settings. On the other side, the stability difference suggests that contractual settings
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are more likely to provide stable services than non-contractual settings. The stability may
increase customers’ confidence in the perceptions or evaluations of services (Garbarino and
Johnson 1999; Park et al. 2010). Confidence in the evaluation is a crucial factor in increasing
customers’ willingness to translate perceived CEDs into loyalty (Park et al. 2010). In this sense,
the link of CEDs and customer loyalty is strengthened in contractual settings. Taken together, we
propose that contractual settings (1) weaken the link of CEDs and customer loyalty based on the
restriction of customer preference or (2) strengthen the link based on the stability of services.
3.2.3 Firm characteristics
Innovativeness. Innovativeness is a process of value creation (Kelm, Narayanan, and Pinches
1995) and defined as the development of new ideas (Damanpour, Walker, and Avellaneda 2009).
Innovativeness aims to provide a better quality and lower price to improve customers’ lives
(Hauser, Tellis, and Griffin 2006), implying that innovation is highly relevant to the dimensions
of value equity. For example, innovativeness-oriented firms tend to introduce superior new
services frequently and/ or provide a better price-quality ratio (e.g., Zhou, Yim, and Tse 2005).
Innovativeness becomes dominant core resource to survive in the market, which is appreciated
by customers of innovativeness-oriented firms (Pearson 2002). As a consequence, in a
customer’s perspective, we expect that the effect of value equity may be strengthened for
innovativeness-oriented firms, compared to brand equity and relationship equity.
Market position. In the customer loyalty literature, there has been a strong discussion on the link
between market share and customer loyalty (Ehrenberg, Goodhardt, and Barwise 1990; Sharp
2010). Researchers have empirically demonstrated the existence of the double jeopardy
phenomenon: The key idea is that big (small) brands have more (fewer) buyers that are also
more (less) loyal. One implication of this empirical regularity is that big firms should place low
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expectations on their marketing programs to influence customer loyalty because they already
own strong customer loyalty (Dowling and Uncles 1997; Sharp and Sharp 1997). In other words,
big brands do not have much to win (Du, Bhattacharya, and Sen 2011), as they are more likely to
encounter the glass-ceiling effect than small brands when investing in marketing strategies.
Empirically, this is partly supported by a study from Anderson and Sullivan (1993), who found
that big brands’ customer satisfaction is less likely to explain customer loyalty. Some studies
also found that specialized strategies are more effective for small brands (Ebben and Johnson
2005; Raisch and Birkinshaw 2008). Therefore, we expect that the effects of CEDs on customer
loyalty will be smaller for market leaders (big brands) than for market followers (smaller brands).
3.3

Research Design

3.3.1 Data
In order to examine the heterogeneity of the effects of the three CEDs on loyalty at the industryand firm level, we use three types of data sources: The first data source is the DCPI data in 2011,
an extensive customer survey among 8,924 customers of 95 leading Dutch companies across 18
service industries (including insurance, health insurance, banking, mobile phone, landline phone,
energy providers, gasoline providers, travel agencies, holiday resorts, airlines, supermarkets,
health/beauty retailing, department stores, electronic retailing, Do-It-Yourself retailing,
furnishing retailing, e-booking, and online retailing). For each industry, a list of firms (between 4
and 11) is provided and a respondent chooses the companies (maximum 3) s/he currently is a
customer of and repeatedly answers the questions concerning the chosen firms. The sample size
per industry is between 303 and 781 customers; the average sample size is 496 customers. Our
sample consists of 46.4% males. 22.9% of the respondents are between 18 and 29 years old,
24.8% between 30 and 39, 20.1% between 40 and 49, 25.3% between 50 and 64, and 7.0% more
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than 65 years old. The majority of respondents (48.9%) earns between €30,000 and €60,000 per
year. The second data source is an expert survey in which 558 respondents (managers and
business consultants) share their opinions on industry- and firm characteristics of the studied
industries and firms. The third data source consists of external sources, including data from A.C.
Nielsen on firms’ annual advertising expenditures as well as from firms’ annual reports on
revenues.
3.3.2 Measurement of variables
Dependent variable. The measurement of the dependent variable (loyalty intentions) is identical
to that in Chapter 2 (see pages 24-25).
Customer-level variables. The customer-level variables are collected from the customer survey.
The measurements of CEDs are identical to those in Chapter 2 (see pages 24-25). The principal
component analysis (PCA) clearly shows the presence of three CEDs7, indicating that the CEDs
are not unidimensional (see Table 3.3). The reliability (Cronbach’s α) of value equity, brand
equity, and relationship equity is sufficient, with values of 0.73, 0.70, and 0.85, respectively. To
examine discriminant validity, we calculate the average variance extracted (AVE) of each CED
as well as each CED’s shared variance with other CEDs (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Given that
the AVE (between 0.65 and 0.77) is larger than the shared variance (between 0.30 and 0.36),
discriminant validity is supported. To test for potential common method bias (CMB), we use two
methods to examine whether the results are biased by the common method: (1) Harman’s onefactor test (Podsakoff and Organ 1986) and (2) partial correlation with a marker variable (Lindell
and Whitney 2001). Neither Harman’s one-factor test nor the partial correlation with a marker
7

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is also applied to verify the factor structure of CEDs. CFA shows an adequate model fit. The factors of
CEDs are justified to be accepted (RMSEA=0.064, CFI=0.99, GFI=0.99, AGFI=0.96, RMR=0.04). In addition, we note that one question of
value equity for energy providers is not present because it was not appropriate for this context (i.e., I can buy this products/ services at places that
are convenient for me). To handle the missing values (in total 639), we chose the method of “replace by mean.” To justify this choice, we
reanalyze the PCA, which includes two questions of value equity instead of three. The result still shows the presence of three CEDs.
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variable finds evidence for common method bias. Finally, we measure gender, age, income8,
relationship length8, involvement and switching costs, and include these variables as controls in
our model. We use the averages of the items to form the CEDs constructs.
Industry characteristics. Two industry characteristics are collected from the expert survey.
Seven-point Likert scales are used for these characteristics. Environmental turbulence measures
the extent of competition and hostilities (Slater and Narver 1994) as well as how dynamic a
market is (Homburg and Pflesser 2000). Product visibility emphasizes how visible the usage of
products is to others (Fisher and Price 1992). The relevant questions are shown in Table 3.3. In
addition to the expert survey, AC Nielsen provides firms’ annual expenditures in all advertising
activities. We aggregate these firm-level advertising expenditures to obtain industry advertising
intensity. This is calculated by averaging expenditures of all firms in a single industry since the
data have different numbers of firms in each industry. Finally, based on the definition of
contractual settings mentioned previously (Fader and Hardie 2007), we code contractual settings
with 1 and non-contractual settings with 0. Contractual settings include insurance, health
insurance, banking, mobile phone, landline phone, and energy providers. The remaining
industries belong to non-contractual settings. We use the PCA to examine whether these industry
characteristics are unidimensional since industry characteristics may theoretically correlate with
each other and cause estimation problems due to multicollinearity (e.g., Evans 1991). Table 3.3
shows that the four industry characteristics9 end up in expected separate components, meaning
that they are not unidimensional and the multicollinearity problem is not a concern.

8

30.6% of respondents did not give information of income and 8.7% did not know the relationship length. When analyzing the multilevel model,
we used (1) the most frequent mentioned value and (2) multiple imputation to replace these missing values. Both methods give similar results.
Therefore, we chose the first method to analyze Equation 1, which will be elaborated in the later section.
9
We initially used five industry characteristics (environmental turbulence, product visibility, industry advertising intensity, contractual settings,
and difficulty in the quality assessment) and three firm characteristics (innovativeness, market position, and relative advertising expenditures) to
explain the cross-industry and cross-firm variance. However, the PCA shows that these characteristics are not completely unidimensional, such
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Firm characteristics. Firm characteristics are collected from the expert survey and the external
sources. Innovativeness is measured by asking experts about how often firms come up with
innovative products, services, and ideas (Verhoef and Leeflang 2009). This question is measured
with seven-point Likert scales (1: very seldom; 7: very often). Firms’ market position is
measured as firms’ revenue ranking in the correspondent industries. The information about
revenues is collected from firms’ annual reports. The market position is coded by the ascending
sequence of firms’ revenues. Namely, firms with the highest revenues in the corresponding
industries are coded as 1 and are considered to be the market leader, whereas the other firms are
considered as market followers. These firms are coded in an ascending sequence (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4,
etc.). The descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of CEDs, industry characteristics, and firm
characteristics are provided in Table 3.4.
3.3.3 Model specification
We estimate a multilevel model to test our conceptual model. A multilevel model is adopted for
two reasons. First, the data are hierarchical with three levels, i.e., customers nested within firms
and further within industries. Second, a multilevel model is able to estimate variance of CEDs
effects across firms and industries (i.e., β1jk, β2jk, and β3jk in the following Equation 1). Based on
the same reason stated on page 27, we transform the dependent variable with a logarithm,
⁄

, to assume a linear relationship of loyalty intentions and the relevant independent

variables.

that (1) contractual settings and difficulty in the quality assessment and (2) firm innovativeness and relative advertising expenditures end up in
one factor respectively. Because contractual settings and difficulty in the quality assessment, for example, have distinct moderating impacts, we
decided to drop difficulty in quality assessment in order to derive good interpretable results (e.g., Atuahene-Gima 1996; Lemon, White, and
Winer 2002). The same reason is for dropping relative advertising expenditures. The robustness check shows that the results remain similar
before and after dropping these two characteristics. These results can be requested from the authors.
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LIijk=β0ijk + β1jkVEijk + β2jkBEijk + β3jkREijk + β4jkCVijk + eijk

(1)

β0jk = γ00k + γ010FV0jk + μ0jk

(2.1)

β1jk = γ10k + γ110FV0jk + μ1jk

(2.2)

β2jk = γ20k + γ210FV0jk + μ2jk

(2.3)

β3jk = γ30k + γ310FV0jk + μ3jk

(2.4)

γ00k = α000 + α001IV00k + ν00k

(3.1)

γ10k = α100 + α101IV00k + ν10k

(3.2)

γ20k = α200 + α201IV00k + ν20k

(3.3)

γ30k = α300 + α301IV00k + ν30k

(3.4)

where,
LIijk:

loyalty intentions for firm j evaluated by customer i in industry k

VEijk:

value equity for firm j evaluated by customer i in industry k

BEijk:

brand equity for firm j evaluated by customer i in industry k

REijk:

relationship equity for firm j evaluated by customer i in industry k

CVijk:

customer-level control variables, a row vector of age, gender, income, relationship
length, switching costs, involvement, and consumer confidence

FV0jk:

firm characteristics, a row vector of firms’ innovativeness and market position
IV00:

industry characteristics, a row vector of environmental turbulence, industry

advertising intensity, product visibility, and contractual settings
eijk:

level-one residuals

μmjk:

level-two residuals, m=0,1, 2, 3

νn0k:

level-three residuals, n=0,1, 2, 3

β0jk is the random level-one intercept. β1jk, β2jk, and β3jk are the effects of value equity, brand
equity, and relationship equity respectively. β4jk is a vector of coefficients corresponding to
customer-level control variables. γ00k, γ10k, γ20k, and γ30k are level-two intercepts. γ010 is a vector
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of the effects of firm characteristics on loyalty intentions. γ110, γ210, and γ310 are a vector of
coefficients for the interaction terms at the firm level. α000, α100, α200, and α300 are level-three
intercepts. α001 is a vector of the effects of industry characteristics on loyalty intentions. α101, α201,
and α301 are a vector of coefficients for the interaction terms at the industry level.
3.4

Results

Table 3.5 contains the parameter estimates of four different multilevel models. Model 1 includes
the main effects of CEDs, controlling for relevant customer-, firm-, and industry-level variables.
Model 1 also shows the variance of CEDs effects on loyalty intentions across firms and
industries. Model 2 and 3 include firm- and industry characteristics respectively to explain the
variance of CEDs effects estimated in Model 1. Model 4 (full model) estimates the joint
moderating effects of firm- and industry characteristics on the CEDs-loyalty link.
3.4.1 Overall results
Consistent with previous research (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and
Ramaseshan 2008), all four models in Table 3.5 show a positive link between CEDs and loyalty
intentions (e.g., in Model 1: VE = .92, p < .01; BE = .89, p < .01; RE = 1.59, p < .01). This
provides an important empirical generalization of the positive CEDs-loyalty link across various
firms and industries. In addition, these results show that the effect of relationship equity is
stronger than the effect of value equity and brand equity, supporting the argument concerning the
crucial role of relationship marketing in service industries (Berry 1995; Gwinner, Gremler, and
Bitner 1998; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, and Gremler 2002).
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TABLE 3.3 Results of Principal Component Analysis
Constructs

Measures

Components

Variance
Explained

Customer Equity Drivers
Value equity

1

2

3

1.

The price-quality ratio of the product/service the company is offering is good.

.52

.31

.43

2.

I can buy this product/service at places that are convenient for me.

.85

.13

.14

3.

I can make use of the product/service of this company at any time and place I want.

.78

.19

.18

1.

This company has a strong brand.

.39

.85

.23

2.

This company has an innovative brand.

.11

.74

.32

1.

I have the feeling that the company knows exactly what I want.

.21

.18

.82

2.

I feel at home with this company.

.31

.29

.78

3.

I feel committed to this company.

.10

.23

.85

Industry Characteristics

1

2

3

4

Environmental

1. How intensive is the competition in industry Y?

.92

.15

-.23

.15

turbulence

2. Companies of industry Y compete with each other to attract new customers and retain current customers.

.88

-.05

.37

-.09

3. To what extent does industry Y have a dynamic market?

.82

.49

-.13

.03

Average annual advertising expenses

.04

.07

.04

.99

Product visibility

When the services/ products of industry Y are used, they are visible by people who are around the customers.

.17

.95

-.22

.08

Contractual setting

Contractual and non-contractual settings

-.02

-.2

.96

.05

Brand equity

Relationship equity

Industry advertising

73.58%

95.91%

intensity
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TABLE 3.4 Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix
Main variables

M

SD

1. Value equity

4.98

1.09

Sample
size
8924

2. Brand equity

4.75

1.09

8924

3. Relationship equity

4.11

1.24

8924

4. Innovativeness

3.47

.71

95

1

N.A.

N.A.

75

4.68

.53

18

16.37

10.88

18

8. Product visibility

3.53

1.10

18

9. Contractual setting

N.A.

N.A.

18

5. Market position

6. Environmental turbulence
7. Industry advertising intensity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

.58

.55

.09

-.04

.08

.01

.08

-.16

1

.60

.22

-.07

.04

-.04

.04

-.03

1

.10

-.02

.02

-.03

.03

-.06

1

-.16

.15

.15

.21

-.07

1

.13

.39

-.03

.04

1

.19

.44

-.11

1

.19

-.45

1

-.02

1

1

1

: An ordinal variable. There is no available information of 20 firms’ revenues in the data10.
N.A: Not applicable.

10

For data analysis, we create a variable for missing value (1=missing revenues; 0=no missing revenues). We include this variable in Equation 1 to remain the
same sample size. This is so-called a dummy variable adjustment for missing values (Cohen and Cohen 1985).
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The results of Model 1 also indicate that the positive CEDs-loyalty link significantly vary
across firms and industries. For instance, the effect of value equity has a cross-firm variance
of .40 (p < .01) and a cross-industry variance of .29 (p < .01). Similarly, for brand equity, the
cross-firm variance is .30 (p < .01) and cross-industry variance is .30 (p < .01). For relationship
equity, the cross-firm variance is .94 (p < .01) and the cross-industry variance is .74 (p < .01).
The significant variance indicates that the importance of CEDs differs substantially between
firms as well as between industries. As such, shown in Appendix 3, while relationship equity is
on average the strongest across 18 industries, the heterogeneity leads to the fact that value equity
is also an important driver of loyalty in such industries as insurance (β= .88, p < .01), gasoline
providers (β= 1.11, p < .01), travel agencies (β= .88, p < .01), holiday resorts (β= 55, p < .1),
supermarkets (β= .66, p < .01), department stores (β= .32, p < .05), Do-It-Yourself retailing
(β= .97, p < .01), and furnishing retailing (β= .63, p < .01). Similarly, brand equity plays an
important role, such as health insurance (β= 1.27, p < .05), energy providers (β= .61, p < .1),
airlines (β= .49, p < .05), health/beauty retailing (β= .49, p < .05), department stores (β= .33, p
< .01), furnishing retailing (β= .31, p < .1), and e-booking (β= .72, p < .1).
In addition to the main effects of CEDs, we find that some control variables (i.e., gender,
age, relationship length, innovativeness, environmental turbulence, contractual settings) have a
significantly positive relationship with loyalty intentions, some (i.e., involvement, consumer
confidence, and industry advertising intensity) have negative relationships, and others (i.e.,
income, switching costs, firms’ market position, and product visibility) do not have significant
relationships in the full model.
The subsequent discussion concerns the moderating effects of firm- and industry
characteristics. The interactions of CEDs and firm- as well as industry characteristics are among
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the mean-centered variables. We will focus on Model 4 for three reasons. First, by jointly
including firm- and industry characteristics as moderators, Model 4 has significantly improved
the model fit (χ2 = -27953.77– (-28070.50) = 116.73, df = 18, p < .01) compared to Model 1.
Model 2 has, however, not significantly improved compared to Model 1 by including only firm
characteristics as moderators (χ2 = 9.15, df = 6, p > .1). Second, although Model 3 has also
significantly improved compared to Model 1 by including only industry characteristics as
moderators (χ2 = 109.64, df = 12, p < .01), the aim of this study is to examine the joint impact of
firm- and industry characteristics on the variance of CEDs effects. Third, the results of the
moderating effects are stable and consistent across Model 2 – 4. In Model 4, the VIF (variance
inflation factor) values for the variables included are between 1.07 and 2.18. Therefore,
multicollinearity is not a concern in the data. In the following discussion, we use a p-value of .10
as evidence for a significant interaction effect because the number of observations at both the
industry- (n=18) and firm (n=95) level is relatively low (Bolton 1989).
3.4.2 Moderating effects
Concerning the cross-industry variance, we are able to explain 62% of variance for value equity,
87% for brand equity, and 85% for relationship equity. We find seven significant interactions
that reduce the variance across industries. Environmental turbulence has a marginal, significantly
positive interaction with brand equity (.11, p < .10), meaning that the effect of brand equity on
loyalty intentions is strengthened in a turbulent environment. Further, industry advertising
intensity has a significantly negative moderating effect on the effect of brand equity (-.01, p
< .05). This means that brand equity becomes less important in industries with highly intensive
advertising expenditures. Product visibility negatively interacts with value equity (-.14, p < .01)
and relationship equity (-.16, p < .01), showing that the effect of value equity and relationship
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equity is weakened when the usage of products is visible to others. Finally, contractual settings
have a significantly positive interaction with value equity (.17, p < .01), brand equity (.29, p
< .01), and relationship equity (.72, p < .01). This means that the effects of CEDs on loyalty
intentions are stronger for contractual settings than for non-contractual settings. We note that
cross-industry variance of CEDs effects becomes insignificant (value equity: .11, p > .10; brand
equity: .04, p > .10; relationship equity: .11, p > .10). This implies that the included industry
characteristics almost fully explain the cross-industry variance.
Concerning the cross-firm variance, the explained variance is 27.5% for value equity, 80%
for brand equity, and 47% for relationship equity. We find two significant interactions that
reduce the variance across firms: firms’ innovativeness negatively interacts with relationship
equity (-.19, p < .05) and firms’ market position positively interacts with brand equity (.10, p
< .05). Since the coding of the market position is an ascending sequence (i.e., firms with the
strongest position are coded as 1 and the followers as 2, 3, 4, etc.), the result shows that the
effects of brand equity on loyalty intentions decrease for top-ranked firms/big brands. After
controlling for industry- and firm characteristics, the cross-firm variance remains significant for
value equity (.29, p < .05) and relationship equity (.50, p < .01).
3.4.3 Robustness checks
To test whether these results are robust, we conducted several robustness checks: First, we took
commonly used customer-level moderators into account, such as gender, age, income,
relationship length, switching costs, and customer involvement. Previous studies find a
significant impact among several customer characteristics on the links of loyalty drivers (e.g.,
satisfaction) and customer loyalty (see Table 3.1). These moderators are included in Equation 1
and result in 36 interactions in Model 4 (i.e., three main effects of CEDs with the moderators of
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six customer characteristics, two firm characteristics, and four industry characteristics). Second,
we randomly left out 5% (exclude 443 respondents) or 10% (exclude 892 respondents) of the
total sample. We do this three times for 5% and 10 % left out respectively (i.e., six smaller
sample sizes in total) and re-estimate Model 4. Finally, we excluded the industry of energy
providers and re-estimate Model 4 with only 17 industries. We did so since the value equity
question “I can buy this products/ services at places that are convenient for me” was not
appropriate in this context and, hence, we measured value equity with only two opposed to three
questions in this industry.
With regard to the main effects of CEDs, the significant positive effects of CEDs on
loyalty intentions are consistent across all these checks. The effect of relationship equity is also
consistently stronger than the effects of value equity and brand equity. With regard to the
moderating effects, the results show that most significant interaction effects remain stable. Only
the marginal significant interaction (i.e., brand equity and environmental turbulence) becomes
insignificant in some of the checks. However, the sign of the interaction always remains the
same (i.e., positive). As such, we should cautiously interpret the interaction between brand
equity and environmental turbulence.
3.5

Discussion

This study contributes to the literature on customer loyalty and the customer equity model
threefold. First, we empirically test whether and how much the effects of CEDs on loyalty vary
at the industry- and firm level for 95 firms across 18 industries. Second, we integrate existing
speculations (e.g., Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000) and previous empirical findings
summarized in Table 3.1 in one framework and test which characteristics moderate the CEDsloyalty link. We hence identify extensive theoretical industry- and firm characteristics for the
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explanation of the supported variance. We find that the cross-industry variance is largely
explained and cross-firm variance is moderately explained. Finally, we provide strong evidence
for the positive effects of CEDs on loyalty across a large number of industries and firms. In
doing so, we further confirm the argument that relationship management is crucial in service
industries. Service industries are assumed to be more likely to induce uncertainties and
complexities for customers (e.g., Berry 1995). Relationship management in this sense becomes
crucial because it increases customers’ belief and trust that firms will keep promises and engage
in a win-win partnership with customers (Gwinner, Gremler, and Bitner 1998; Hennig-Thurau,
Gwinner, and Gremler 2002; Morgan and Hunt 1994).Taken together, we assist in making more
generalizable and nuanced statements with respect to the CEDs-loyalty link. Furthermore, these
contributions provide important strategic insights into how different firms in different industries
are able to effectively increase customer loyalty. In the following, we will discuss the theoretical
and managerial implications in detail.
3.5.1 Theoretical implications
Our study provides generalizable evidence on the positive effects of CEDs on loyalty intentions.
Furthermore, we also clearly show that these effects substantially differ between industries and
firms. For example, an additional analysis shows that value equity is the most important strategy
for increasing customer loyalty for gasoline providers, supermarkets, Do-It-Yourself retailing,
and furnishing retailing. Brand equity is the most crucial for health/beauty retailing and ebooking. Relationship equity plays the most important role in all studied contractual businesses,
airlines, department stores, electronic retailing, and online retailing. Those findings indicate that
we need to consider different contexts to obtain the precise effects of CEDs.
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TABLE 3.5 Multilevel Modeling Results for Customer Loyalty
Variable

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Intercept
.76(.40)*
.77(.40)*
.92(.39)**
.92(.39)**
Customer Equity Drivers (CEDs)
Value equity (VE)
.92(.06)***
.92(.06)***
.93(.06)***
.93(.06)***
Brand equity (BE)
.89(.06)***
.88(.06)***
.86(.06)***
.85(.06)***
Relationshipequity (RE)
1.59(.06)***
1.58(.06)***
1.52(.06)***
1.51(.06)***
Customer-Level Control Variables
Gender
.22(.12)*
.23(.12)*
.24(.12)**
.24(.12)*
Age
.08(.05)
.08(.05)
.09(.05)*
.09(.05)*
Income
-.10(.07)
-.09(.07)
-.09(.07)
-.09(.07)
Relationshiplength
.20(.04)***
.19(.04)***
.19(.04)***
.18(.04)***
Switching costs
-.16(.04)***
-.16(.04)***
-.04(.04)
-.04(.04)
Involvement
-.38(.05)***
-.38(.05)***
-.34(.05)***
-.33(.05)***
Consumer confidence
-.11(.07)
-.11(.07)
-.14(.07)*
-.14(.07)*
Firm-Level Variables
Innovativeness
.32(.26)
.34(.26)
.42(.25)*
.43(.25)*
Market position
-.07(.13)
-.07(.14)
-.08(.12)
-.08(.12)
Industry-Level Variables
Environmental turbulence
.72(.25)***
.71(.25)***
.71(.24)***
.71(.24)***
Industry advertising intensity
-.07(.02)***
-.07(.02)***
-.07(.02)***
-.07(.02)***
Product visibility
-.30(.24)
-.31(.24)
-.31(.23)
-.31(.23)
Contractual setting
.78(.26)***
.77(.25)***
.78(.24)***
.78(.24)***
Firm-Level Interactions
VE × innovativeness
-.07(.07)
-.04(.09)
VE × market position
.01(.04)
.02(.04)
BE × innovativeness
-.01(.08)
.03(.09)
BE × market position
.08(.04)**
.10(.04)**
RE × innovativeness
-.22(.08)***
-.19(.09)**
RE × market position
.06(.03)*
.04(.04)
Industry-Level Interaction
VE × environmental turbulence
-.06(.06)
-.05(.06)
VE × industry advertising intensity
.00(.01)
-.00(.01)
VE × product visibility
-.16(.06)***
-.16(.06)***
VE × contractual setting
.17(.07)***
.17(.07)***
BE × environmental turbulence
.13(.06)**
.11(.06)*
BE × industry advertising intensity
-.01(.01)
-.01(.00)**
BE × product visibility
-.06(.06)
-.04(.06)
BE × contractual setting
.30(.06)***
.29(.06)***
RE × environmental turbulence
.08(.06)
.07(.06)
RE × industry advertising intensity
-.00(.01)
-.00(.01)
RE × product visibility
-.19(.06)***
-.16(.06)***
RE × contractual setting
.72(.06)***
.72(.06)***
(Explained) Variance of CEDs Effects across Firms
Variance of VE effects across companies
.40(.10)***
.40(.10)***
.29(.12)**
Explained variance of VE effects across companies1
27.5%
Variance of BE effects across companies
.30(.10)***
.24(.12)**
.06(.06)
Explained variance of BE effects across companies1
80%
Variance of RE effects across companies
.94(.10)***
.92(.09)***
.50(.09)***
Explained variance of RE effects across companies1
47%
(Explained) Variance of CEDs Effects across
Industries
Variance of VE effects across industries
.29(.09)***
.11(.12)
.11(.10)
Explained variance of VE effects across industries1
62%
Variance of BE effects across industries
.30(.08)***
.09(.07)
.04 (.03)
1
Explained variance of BE effects across industries
87%
Variance of RE effects across industries
.74(.15)***
.12(.07)*
.11(.09)
Explained variance of RE effects across industries1
85%
-28070.50
-28061.35
-27960.86
-27953.77
Model Deviance
*P<.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01
1
: The percentage refers to the extent to which variance of the CEDs effects in Model 1 is explained. For instance, the explained cross-firm
variance of the VE effect in model 4= {(0.40-0.29)/0.40}×100%=27.5%.
Note: The number in the parentheses () refers to standard errors.
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Cross-industry variance. First, contractual settings explain the majority of the cross-industry
variance. We find that the role of CEDs in contractual settings is more important than their role
in non-contractual settings. The potential reason is based on the stability of services quality
between contractual and non-contractual settings. Since contractual settings are more likely to
provide stable service quality than non-contractual settings, customers in contractual settings are
assumed to increase confidence in their own evaluation (e.g., Garbarino and Johnson 1999).
Confidence in the evaluation is a crucial factor in increasing customers’ willingness to translate
perceived CEDs into loyalty (Park et al. 2010). Specifically, confidence in value equity is
important in contractual settings because customers often face long-run decisions. Hence, they
tend to carefully calculate what is given up and what is received to increase utilities in the longrun (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). Confidence in brand equity is important in contractual
settings because customers are more likely to have difficulty judging the quality of contractual
products. In this sense, customers may use brands as a cue of credibility to decrease any
uncertainties of product performance in the future (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). Finally,
confidence in relationship equity is important in contractual settings. Relationships increase
perceived trust, which is crucial for customers to sign long-term contracts (Palmatier,
Gopalakrishna, and Houston 2006), which they need to do in contractual settings. In conclusion,
while Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon (2000) stress that relationship equity is important in
contractual settings, value equity and brand equity also play an important role.
Beyond contractual settings, brand equity stands out as an effective marketing strategy in a
turbulent environment. However, we should be cautious about the result since it has a marginal
significance and is less stable in the robustness checks. In addition, we do not find that value
equity plays a less important role and relationship equity becomes more important in a turbulent
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environment. These results might not be too surprising because prior studies show mixed
evidence on the interaction between satisfaction and environmental turbulence. For example,
Seiders et al. (2005) do not find the moderating effect of competition on the link between
satisfaction and loyalty intentions. However, Anderson, Fornell, and Mazvancheryl (2004) find
that rivalry in competition decreases the effect of satisfaction on shareholder value. Hence, it
might be necessary to further decompose environmental turbulence into the extent to which
customers perceive empowerment and/or confusion in a turbulent market. This is because some
customer satisfaction studies argue that environmental turbulence empowers customers (i.e., feel
free in expressing their own evaluation) and strengthens the link of marketing strategies and
loyalty (e.g., Seiders et al. 2005). However, others argue that turbulence confuses customers (i.e.,
feel confused about information) and weakens the link (e.g., Anderson, Fornell, and
Mazvancheryl 2004).
We find that the effect of brand equity decreases in industries with intensive advertising
expenditures. One may expect that brand equity should become more important in intensiveadvertising industries, since advertising aims to increase the brand image (Vakratsas and Ambler
1999). However, advertising-intensive industries have built up reputation barriers to entry
(Powell 1996), implying that most of the existing firms are high advertisers and should have
already reputable brands. Customers in this sense may be less sensitive to advertising investment
and perceive less differentiation between brands.
Finally, we find that the effects of value equity and relationship equity decrease when the
usage of products is more visible to others. The finding is consistent with social comparison
theory (Beardon and Rose 1990; Fisher and Price 1992). This theory proposes that customers
consider others’ reactions when the usage of products is visible to others. Unlike brands, value
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equity and relationship equity are less noticeable in public. Customers therefore may be less
likely to consider these two loyalty drivers when the usage of products is visible to others.
However, we do not find the significant interaction between product visibility and brand equity.
This does not support the speculation of Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon (2000). However, this
result’s conclusiveness may be limited by cultural differences. According to Hofstede (2011), the
Dutch culture scores much lower in power distance and masculinity than most of the other
studied countries. This implies that Dutch customers are less likely to use brands as status
symbols (De Mooij and Hofstede 2010).
Cross-firm variance. Our results show that the effect of relationship equity is weakened for
innovative firms, meaning that innovative firms are less able to turn relationship equity into
synergy. At the supply side, innovative firms aim to provide superior new products or a better
price-quality ratio (e.g., Zhou, Yim, and Tse 2005). At the demand side, customers of innovative
firms tend to have a stronger need for uniqueness (Tian, Beardon, and Hunter 2001). As a result,
these customers may pay less attention to other marketing activities, such as maintaining good
relationships with firms. However, we do not find that value equity becomes more important for
innovative firms. One potential explanation may be the extent of creativity of innovation. Value
equity may be more likely to stand out for explorative innovativeness (more creativity, such as
Apple) than for exploitative innovation (Zhou, Yim, and Tse 2005). Therefore, clarifying the
extent of creativity of innovativeness may uncover its moderating role.
Our findings show that firms in a strong market position benefit less from brand equity to
enhance customer loyalty than those in a weaker position. This finding supports the view of the
double jeopardy phenomenon and the glass-ceiling effect when bigger firms invest in marketing
strategies, in particular when enhancing brand equity (e.g., Dowling and Uncle 1997; Ehrenberg,
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Goodhardt, and Barwise 1990). Bigger firms have already built up famous brands and they do
not have much to win when investing in activities intended to enhance brand equity (Du,
Bhattacharya, and Sen 2011). By contrast, consistent with the organizational strategy literature
(Ebben and Johnson 2005; Raisch and Birkinshaw 2008), smaller firms are less likely to
encounter the glass-ceiling problem and therefore are advised to exploit specific strategies (e.g.,
building stronger brands) to effectively enhance customer loyalty.
3.5.2 Managerial implications
Our study suggests that the three marketing strategies (i.e., value equity, brand equity, and
relationship equity) generally enhance customer loyalty across industries and firms. On average,
relationship equity is more capable of influencing customer loyalty than value equity and brand
equity in service industries. In addition, managers may be interested in how they gauge the
effectiveness of these three marketing strategies in their particular context. In doing so, we
follow the idea of Luo and Bhattacharya (2009) and visualize the effectiveness of these strategies.
Figure 3.2 shows that by increasing one SD (standard deviation) more than average in
relationship equity, firms can increases loyalty intentions by 30 %11. Similarly, the impact of
value equity and brand equity on customer loyalty is 15.2% and 14.7%, respectively. However,
not all industries and firms uniformly benefit from these numbers. Without taking the context
(i.e., industry- and firm characteristics) into account, managers may be mistaken about the
idiosyncratic effects of CEDs in their industries and firms. The potential consequence may be a
suboptimal allocation of resources and failure in desired performance. Panel A, B, and C in
Figure 3.2 describe the contextual impact on the effect of CEDs on customer loyalty, which give
11

Relationship equity increases loyalty intentions by 1.972 units (1.59×1.24). 1.59 is the effect of relationship equity shown in Table 3.5. 1.24 is
one standard deviation of relationship equity. 1.972 units mean that a one-standard-deviation increasing in relationship equity increases the
dependent variable by 1.972 units. Relative to the variability of the dependent variable (i.e., 6.60), this also suggests that a 0.3 standard deviation
change in the dependent variable (1.972/6.60). Namely, this change represents a 30% influence. If a firm is able to increase relationship equity
with one standard deviation above its average, the firm is able to increase customer loyalty by 30%.
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an empirical overview for managers in different industries and firms to develop effective
context-specific loyalty strategies. As an illustrative example, Panel A visualizes that some
contexts (i.e., environmental turbulence and industry advertising intensity as well as firms’
innovativeness and market position) do not influence the impact of value equity on customer
loyalty, while others (i.e., product visibility and contractual settings) do. Specifically, product
visibility decreases the effect of value equity on the formation of loyalty by 3.0%. This indicates
that the effect of value equity on customer loyalty decreases to approximately 12.2% (15.2%3.0%) for more visible products (e.g., furnishing retailing, electronic retailing, and holiday
resorts) and increases to 18.2% (15.2%+3.0%) for less visible products (e.g., insurance, landline
phones, energy providers, and gasoline providers). This implies that value equity is less effective
at increasing customer loyalty for firms selling more visible products. By contrast, Panel A also
indicates that contractual settings strengthen the impact of value equity to 18.2% (15.2%+3.0%),
but non-contractual settings benefit from value equity only by 12.2% (15.2%-3.0%). Similarly,
Panel B shows that environmental turbulence increases the impact of brand equity to 15.7% and
contractual settings to 19.7%. The industries with high environmental turbulence include mobile
phones and airlines, for example. However, intensive-advertising industries decrease the impact
of brand equity to 14.5%. For smaller firms, the impact of brand equity is 16.3%, but only 12.9%
for bigger firms. Panel C shows that contractual settings increase the impact of relationship
equity to 44%. However, visible products and firms’ innovativeness decrease the impact to 26.6%
and 27.4%, respectively.
3.6

Limitations and Future Research

Similar to other empirical studies, our study has some limitations which provide avenues for
future research. For example, with regard to the scope of the research setting, the dataset is
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limited to B2C firms in service industries in the Netherlands. To further generalize our findings,
researchers could study whether the results of the moderating role of industry- and firm
characteristics can be found in other industries (e.g., B2B) and in other countries. For example,
some argue that B2B customers emphasize partnership cooperation because a partnership builds
up trust, reciprocity, and benevolence (e.g., Palmatier et al. 2006). This argument strengthens the
link of relationship equity and customer loyalty, implying that the variance of this link is
probably less in the B2B context than in the B2C contexts. That is, the moderating role of
industry- and firm characteristics may have less impact on this link.
Second, although the variance of the effects of CEDs is significantly explained in this
study, unexplained variance (in particular cross-firm) still remains. This means that additional or
more elaborative industry- and firm characteristics are needed. For example, at the firm level,
does market orientation influence the effectiveness of CEDs on loyalty because market
orientation is firms’ core competitive advantages in the market?
Finally, our large-scale dataset is limited to cross-sectional variation and cannot examine
changes of the moderating role of industry- and firm characteristics over time. Given that the
trend of the market environment is becoming more competitive and the investment in advertising
is more intensive, an important question is whether the impact of these industry characteristics
on the link of CEDs and customer loyalty becomes more prevalent over time.
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FIGURE 3.2 Impact of Contexts on the Effects of CEDs on Customer Loyalty

A: Increasing one-standard-deviation value equity
Environmental turbulence (High)

Environmental turbulence (Low)

Industry advertising intensity (Low)

Industry advertising intensity (High)
Product visibility (High)

-3.0%

+3.0%

Product visibility (Low)

Non-contractual setting

-3.0%

+3.0%

Contractual setting

Innovativeness (Strong)

Innovativeness (Weak)

Market position (Strong)

Market position (Weak)
Changes of loyalty: 15.2%

B: Increasing one-standard-deviation brand equity
Environmental turbulence (Low)

-1.0%

Industry advertising intensity (High)

-0.2%

Environmental turbulence (High)

+1.0%

Industry advertising intensity (Low)

+0.2%

Product visibility (Low)

Product visibility (High)
Non-contractual setting

-5.0%

+5.0%

Innovativeness (Weak)

Innovativeness (Strong)
Market position (Strong)

Contractual setting

-1.7%

Market position (Weak)

+1.7%

Changes of loyalty: 14.7%

C: Increasing one-standard-deviation relationship equity
Environmental turbulence (High)

Environmental turbulence (Low)

Industry advertising intensity (Low)

Industry advertising intensity (High)
Product visibility (High)
Non-contractual setting
Innovativeness (Strong)

-3.4%
-14.0%

+3.4%
+14.0%

-2.6%

+2.6%

Market position (Strong)

Product visibility (Low)
Contractual setting
Innovativeness (Weak)
Market position (Weak)

Changes of loyalty: 30.0%

Note:

refers to no moderating impact of industry- and firm characteristics.
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Chapter 4
4

THE ROLE OF CUSTOMER EMOTIONS IN CREATING
CUSTOMER LOYALTY12

4.1

Introduction

As winning both business and heart is a key to success in a hypercompetitive environment, more
and more firms are aware of the importance of managing customer emotions (HBR Blog
Network 2010). They believe that the type of marketing activities or extent of innovation matters
little if they cannot emotionally connect with customers (AdAge Blogs 2005). There are two
important types of customer emotions in customer decision-making: one is influenced by firms
and the other is not (Esch et al. 2012; Goldstein and Strube 1994; Pham 2004; Warr, Barter, and
Brownbridge 1983; Watson and Tellegen 1985). In this study, we call the former type I emotions
and the latter type II emotions. Type I emotions are evoked by any episodes related to firms and
hence relevant to firms. For example, J. C. Penny started a marketing campaign of “Every Day
Matters” in 2007, using storytelling to evoke customer emotions. The idea is to increase
customers’ attention to emotions evoked by “Every Day Matters” and then translate evoked
emotions to purchase decisions (New York Times_1 2007). Similarly, in order to better
communicate its technological innovations to customers, Philips decides to focus on leveraging
emotional connections (MarketingWeek 2012). Different from type I emotions, type II emotions
are evoked from everywhere except from firms. For example, customers feel happy on a sunny
day or feel sad when their favorite soccer team is defeated. Type II emotions are not influenced
This chapter is based on Yi-Chun Ou, “The Role of Customer Emotions in Creating Customer Loyalty,” working paper, University of
Groningen.
12
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by firms, but they are assumed to be misattributed and carried over to purchase decisions (Lerner,
Small, and Loewenstein 2004). For example, given that a customer feels happy on a sunny day,
then at the point of purchase it is likely that he/ she will misattribute the happiness as a valid
source for the purchase decision.
Despite the increasing usage of emotion management, there are managers still questioning
whether this is a right thing to do (New York Times_2 2007). The potential reason is that
marketing activities are tightly interconnected with each other. Misperceiving the interactions of
multiple strategies critically deteriorates the effectiveness of resource allocation (Siggelkow
2002). In this sense, managers are eager to understand whether managing emotions complements
or substitutes for the existing, commonly used strategies. For example, does J. C. Penny or
Philips benefit or suffer from managing customer emotions? Does customer mood (e.g., feel
happy on a sunny day) influence the effectiveness of marketing activities?
To this end, we investigate the moderating impact of customer emotions in the context of
customer loyalty, as loyalty strategies are broadly adopted by firms and customer loyalty is one
of the most important customer metrics (Gupta and Zeithaml 2006). Loyalty protects firms from
decreasing their bottom line and also helps firms grow their top line (Kumar 2010; Reichheld
and Sasser 1990; Seiders et al. 2005). The customer loyalty literature has clearly defined three
important loyalty drivers, i.e., so-called customer equity drivers (CEDs): value equity, brand
equity, and relationship equity (e.g., Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and
Ramaseshan 2008). The definition of CEDs is specified in Chapter 1 (see pages 3-4). While it is
generally found that CEDs are positively related to loyalty (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004;
Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008), we know little about whether CEDs are
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differentially effective for creating customer loyalty, depending on customer emotions.
Answering this question contributes research on customer loyalty in two ways.
First, we provide an in-depth, empirical exploration of the moderating impact of two
important types of customer emotions on the CEDs-loyalty link. The theory of the global-local
style finds that customers with different valences of type I and type II emotions process
information differently (e.g., Bless et al. 1996; Dijkstra et al. 2012; Förster, Liberman, and
Kuschel 2008). Namely, there is a link between positive valence and the global style and a link
between negative valence and the local style. We assume that this may differently influence how
customers process the information of CEDs when making loyalty decisions. In addition,
although type I and type II emotions similarly influence information processing, they are
different in the manageability and relevance. Type I emotions are more manageable and relevant
to firms than type II emotions. In this sense, we are interested in whether these differences would
lead to different moderating impacts of type I and type II emotions. To our knowledge, very few
marketing studies so far have extensively tested the interactions of loyalty strategies and type I as
well as type II emotions (see Table 4.1). One exception is a study of Smith and Bolton (2002),
who examined the moderating role of type I emotions on the link between cognitive antecedents
(e.g., disconfirmation and justice) and satisfaction.
Second, to extend research on the role of emotions in marketing (Bagozzi, Gopinath, and
Nyer 1999), we reexamine the main effects of emotions on customer loyalty in a broader sense,
taking value equity, brand equity, relationship equity as well as both positive and negative
valence of emotions into account, as shown in Table 4.1. Because firms have more influences on
type I than on type II emotions, previously studies usually consider type I emotions, rather than
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type II emotions, as a valid loyalty driver. Based on this, we also assume that consider only type
I emotions have the main effect on customer loyalty.
Against this background, we build on the model of Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml (2004) by
considering type I and type II emotions as potential moderators and type I emotions as additional
CEDs (see Figure 4.1). Both type I and type II emotions are examined in a valence-based
approach, i.e., positive and negative valence. We conduct three studies to test the hypotheses. In
Study 1, we examine type I emotions by using a large-scale customer dataset. This dataset
includes 102 leading firms across 18 service industries. In Study 2, we implement a mixed
design: we manipulate type II emotions by showing videos (between subjects) and further
manipulate CEDs and measure customer loyalty in a conjoint experimental design (within
subjects). In Study 3, to test type I and type II emotions simultaneously, we collect additional
customer data in the lottery industry. The reason for choosing a lottery industry is that emotions
are enormously experienced by customers/ players in this context (Mageau et al. 2005;
Zeelenberg and Pieters 2004). Our data support the moderating role of type I emotions, but do
not support the moderating role of type II emotions. Specifically, the CEDs-loyalty link is
mitigated by positive valence of type I emotions. This implies that using both positive emotions
and CEDs cannot create strategic synergy. Also, it implies that firms scoring low in CEDs may
benefit from evoking positive emotions because customers with positive emotions pay less
attention to CEDs. In addition, the CEDs-loyalty link is strengthened by a negative valence of
type I emotions, implying that CEDs may lessen the negativity of negative valence. This is an
important finding for service industries. Service industries may lessen the negativity of
uncontrollable bad services by enhancing perceived CEDs. Additionally, we find that type I
emotions significantly contribute to explaining the variance of customer loyalty beyond CEDs,
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Table 4.1 Prior Empirical Studies Concerning Emotions in Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty
Studies

Type I emotions as Main Drivers
Positive

Negative

Include other

valence

valence

drivers

Customer Emotions as Moderators
Type I emotions

Type II emotions

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

valence

valence

valence

valence

Customer satisfaction as the dependent variable
Westbrook 1987





VE

×

×

×

×

Oliver 1993





VE

×

×

×

×

Kempf 1999





BE

×

×

×

×

Mattila and Enz 2002





×

×

×

×

×

Smith and Bolton 2002

×



VE



×

×

×

Homburg, Koschate, and Hoyer 2006





VE

×

×

×

×

Oliver, Rust, and Varki 1997



×

VE

×

×

×

×

Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001



×

BE

×

×

×

×

Zeelenberg and Pieters 2004

×



VE

×

×

×

×

Park et al. 2010



×

BE

×

×

×

×

Batra, Ahuvia, and Bagozzi 2012



×

BE

×

×

×

×

Romani, Grappi, and Dalli 2012

×



×

×

×

×

×

Current study (customer loyalty)





VE, BE, RE









Customer loyalty as the dependent variable

VE: value equity; BE: brand equity; RE: relationship equity
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implying that trade-offs of competing marketing strategies should also take customer emotions
into account. As a result, we suggest to managers how they can combine strategies of CEDs and
customer emotions in an effective way. We also distinguish the moderating impact of type I and
type II emotions. Finally, we provide further evidence of type I emotions as additional loyalty
drivers beyond value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity.
4.2

Theoretical Background

4.2.1 Customer equity drivers and type I emotions: similarities and differences
Customers have cognitive and emotional responses toward stimuli generated by firms, which
jointly explain subsequent decision making (Homburg, Koschate, and Hoyer 2006; Oliver 1993),
as shown in the upper part of Figure 4.2. Emotional responses here refer to type I emotions
because type I emotions are influenced by firms and assumed to be responses toward stimuli
generated by firms. We realize that CEDs are not completely independent from type I emotions
because CEDs also have their emotional dimension, for example, customer delight for value
equity (Oliver, Rust, and Varki 1997), brand attachment for brand equity (Thomson, MacInnis,
and Park 2005), and customer gratitude for relationship equity (Palmatier et al. 2009). However,
for two reasons, we argue that current CEDs tend to represent cognitive responses and capture
only limited type I emotions. First, the existing studies tend to examine CEDs in a cognitive
approach (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008).
Customers are asked about their judgment on and their evaluation of information concerning
CEDs. Second, the emotional dimension of current CEDs may “represent only a tiny subset of
the emotions and feelings of interest....” (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982, p.136) since type I
emotions are generated from any episodes in consumption (Berry, Carbone, and Haeckel 2002).
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Figure 4.1 Conceptual Framework

Type II Emotions
Positive valence
Negative valence
(Study 2, Study 3)

Current Customer Equity Drivers
Value equity
Brand equity
Relationship equity
Customer Loyalty

Type I Emotions
Positive valence
Negative valence
(Study 1, Study 3)

Control Variables
Age
Gender
Income
Relationship length
Switching costs
Involvement
Consumer confidence
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We will empirically test whether current CEDs and type I emotions are different factors
underlying customer responses. This is important to justify the moderating role of type I
emotions on the CEDs-loyalty link, as moderators and predictors should be distinct constructs
(Baron and Kenny 1986). This also justifies the examination of the main effect of type I
emotions on customer loyalty beyond CEDs.

Figure 4.2 Classification of Customer Responses and Emotions
Cognitive component
Customer responses
Type I emotions

Type II emotions

4.2.2 Customer emotions as moderators: global-local style
Social psychological research commonly converges and finds that positive and negative valence
of emotions (e.g., both type I and type II emotions) trigger different styles of information
processing. There is a link between positive valence and the global style and a link between
negative valence and the local style (Bless et al. 1996; Dijkstra et al. 2012; Förster, Liberman,
and Kuschel 2008; Förster, Liberman, and Shapira 2009; Gasper and Clore 2002; Huntsinger,
Clore, and Bar-Anan 2010; Kuhbandner, Lichtenfeld, and Pekrun 2011; Monga and John 2008;
Storbeck and Clore 2005). The global style broadens ideas and widely activates semantic
associations (particularly including weak or remote ones), implying that global thinkers are more
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likely to integrate and capture the general meaning of extensive stimuli (Bolte, Goschke, and
Kulh 2003; Förster, Liberman, and Kuschel 2008; Förster, Liberman, and Shapira 2009).
However, the local style narrows ideas and restricts the spread of semantic associations (focusing
only on strong or proximal ones), implying that local thinkers are more likely to compare and
capture the specific meaning of limited existing stimulus (Bolte, Goschke, and Kulh 2003;
Förster, Liberman, and Kuschel 2008; Förster, Liberman, and Shapira 2009). To conclude, the
global-local style proposes that positive valence prefers global knowledge structures in decisionmaking and promotes flexibility and extensity, whereas negative valence prefers local
knowledge structures and concentrates on specific available information at hand (Cohen, Pham,
and Andrade 2008).
How are different styles of information processing related to the moderating impact of
emotions on the CEDs-loyalty link? Value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity reflect
customer evaluations in different marketing activities (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004). Each
of CEDs specifies different substantive features and details of firms. Given that customers with
positive valence tend to think globally and abstractly, the global-local style proposes that these
customers are more likely to formulate general ideas and to broaden knowledge structures by
including not only each of CEDs but also extensive cues. In this regard, the role of each of CEDs
should be relatively less prominent in loyalty decisions when extensive cues are taken into
account. On the other hand, given that customers with negative valence tend to think locally and
concretely, they are more likely to use specific details and narrowing knowledge structures by
including existing cues. Since each of CEDs specifies different details of brands and is also a
critical loyalty driver for customers, it should become important for negative-emotion customers.
Initial evidence provided by Smith and Bolton (2002) shows that customers with negative
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valence weigh existing cognitive antecedents of satisfaction more than those with less negative
or neutral valence. In conclusion, we expect that the impact of each of CEDs on loyalty
intentions is weakened by positive valence and strengthened by negative valence. Therefore:
H1: Positive valence of emotions weakens the effect of (a) value equity, (b) brand equity, and (c)
relationship equity on customer loyalty.
H2: Negative valence of emotions strengthens the effect of (a) value equity, (b) brand equity, and
(c) relationship equity on customer loyalty.
4.2.3 Similarity and difference between type I and type II emotions as moderators
As discussed, social psychologists find that type I and type II emotions similarly trigger
information processing (e.g., Bless et al. 1996): Positive valence of both types of emotions
triggers a global style, but negative valence triggers a local style. Beyond their similarity, type I
and type II emotions are different in the manageability and relevance to firms (Bosmans and
Baumgartner 2005). Type I emotions are more manageable and relevant to firms than type II
emotions. The empirical studies also show that the relevance is crucial for customers to decide
whether emotions are infused into judgment and decision-making (Bosmans and Baumgartner
2005; Pham 1998). This may imply that the moderating impact of type I emotions on CEDsloyalty may be more salient than that of type II emotions, while both types of emotions trigger
similar information processing. Namely, Hypothesis 1 and 2 may be likely supported by type I
emotions. We will empirically examine whether the moderating impact of type I and type II
emotions is different.
4.2.4 Main effect of type I emotions: feeling-is-for-doing
How do type I emotions influence customer loyalty decisions? Emotions are human beings’
phylogenetic reactions through a bio-regulation process (Pham 2004). In a goal-directed
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approach, Zeelenberg and Pieters (2004) propose that the impact of emotions on decisionmaking is mainly through “feeling-is-for-doing.” “Feeling-is-for-doing” indicates that emotions
have the informational (i.e., how do I feel about the current choice?) and motivational (i.e., what
do my emotions tell me to do next?) function and in turn help people make decisions (Pham et al.
2001; Pham 2004; Zeelenberg et al. 2008). Positive valence informs a favorable environment and
facilitates approach tendencies. Negative valence informs an unfavorable environment and
facilitates avoidance tendencies. For example, customers with positive valence perceive the
attainment of the goal in the current choice. As a result, a bio-regulation process guides
customers to maintain positive valence and motivates them to continue the current choice.
However, customers with negative valence perceive the failure in goal attainment in the current
choice. They hence tend to decrease negative valence and are motivated to terminate the current
choice. Based on “feeling-is-for-doing”, we formulate the hypotheses of the relative impact of
type I emotions on customer loyalty as follows:
H3: Positive valence of type I emotions has a positive impact on customer loyalty beyond value
equity, brand equity, relationship equity, and negative valence of type I emotions.
H4: Negative valence of type I emotions has a negative impact on customer loyalty beyond value
equity, brand equity, relationship equity, and positive valence of type I emotions.
4.3

Overview of Studies

Three studies test the hypotheses. Study 1 validates the moderating effects of (H1 and H2) and
the main effects (H3 and H4)) of type I emotions. Study 2 tests the moderating effects of type II
emotions (H1 and H2). Study 3 provides a replication of testing type I and type II emotions
simultaneously.
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4.3.1 Study 1: type I emotions
To examine type I emotions, we use the DCPI data in 2012, a large-scale customer dataset of 102
leading Dutch firms (based on revenues) from 18 service industries. Respondents were randomly
chosen and asked to rate multiple instances of a phenomenon (i.e., relationships with different
firms – Rindfleisch et al. 2008) per industry. For each industry, a list of firms (between 4 and 13)
was provided to the respondents, who chose the firms for which they are currently a customer
and repeatedly answered the questions about those firms. The data encapsulate 2,274 customers
with 10,497 responses, of which 53.2% are females. 17.0% of the respondents are between 18
and 29 years old, 22.7% between 30 and 39, 16.9% between 40 and 49, 26.2% between 50 and
64, and 17.1% more than 65 years old. The majority of respondents (38.7%) earns between
€30,000 and €60,000 per year.
4.3.1.1 Measurement of variables
Dependent variable. The measurement of the dependent variable (loyalty intentions) is identical
to that in Chapter 2 (see pages 24-25).
Customer equity drivers. The measurements of CEDs are identical to those in Chapter 2 (see
pages 24-25). The reliability (Cronbach’s α) of each construct of CEDs is above .73.
Type I emotions. To measure type I emotions, we ask respondents the extent to which they feel
the following six specific emotions as a customer of firm Y based on the past experiences. These
six emotions are commonly experienced in the consumption context (Diener and Emmons 1985;
Richins 1997) and measured by seven-point scales (1: not at all, 7: strongly): happiness, joy, and
enthusiasm for positive valence; and anger, regret, and distrust for negative valence. The
reliability (Cronbach’s α) of the constructs of emotions is above .89. Note that the correlation
coefficient of positive and negative valence is -.11. Consistent to past studies, positive and
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negative valence are moderately related rather than almost perfectly correlated (Cohen, Pham,
and Andrade 2008). Moreover, the principal component analysis (PCA) and confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) clearly show the presence of five dimensions of value equity, brand equity,
relationship equity, positive valence, and negative valence. For the PCA, the total variance is
explained by 80.0%. The CFA shows an adequate model fit (RMSEA=0.062, CFI=0.972;
SRMR=0.035). These results indicate that neither emotions and CEDs nor positive and negative
valence are unidimensional. In other words, emotions and CEDs are distinct constructs,
justifying the further examination of emotions as the moderators of the CEDs-loyalty link and as
additional loyalty drivers beyond CEDs.
We use the averages of the items to form the constructs of CEDs and emotions. Table 4.2
summarizes the descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients of the main constructs across all
18 industries, instead of per industry. This is due to the space limitation. We also control for age,
gender, income, relationship length, switching costs, involvement, and consumer confidence. An
overview of the relevant questions is provided in Appendix 1. To test for common method bias
(CMB), we use Harman’s one-factor test (Podsakoff and Organ 1986). The result shows that
multiple factors are found and there is no dominant factor explaining the majority of the total
variance. This provides evidence that CMB is not a serious concern in the data.
4.3.1.2 Model specification and results
We analyze the data in two steps. First, we use a multilevel model to analyze the data of each
industry and obtained 18 multilevel results. Second, we adopt a meta-analysis to summarize the
18 multilevel results. The reason for this is that we aim to examine whether the concerned effects
in the conceptual model can be generalized across all industries, rather than focus on the results
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of the individual industry. Hence, the results of the meta-analysis are used for testing the
hypotheses. The specification of these two steps is as follows.
Multilevel analysis. To analyze the data of each industry, we adopt a random-intercept multilevel
analysis. The data are hierarchical, i.e., responses to each firm (level one in the data) are nested
within customers (level two in the data). The rows of “Respondents” and “Responses” in Table
4.3 show the sample size of level two and level one, respectively, of each industry. For example,
for the insurance industry, the sample size of level two is 104 customers and the sample size of
level one is 1,155 responses to different insurance firms. The following equations represent the
used random-intercept multilevel model. Based on the same reason stated on page 27, we
transform the dependent variable with a logarithm,

⁄

, to assume a linear

relationship of loyalty intentions and the relevant independent variables.
LIij = Β0j + Β1jVEij + Β2jBEij + Β3jREij + Β4jCV1ij + Β5jCV2j + Rij

(1)

Β0j = γ00 + γ01PVij + γ02NVij + μ0j

(1.1)

Β1j = γ10 + γ11PVij + γ12NVij

(1.2)

Β2j = γ20 + γ21PVij + γ22NVij

(1.3)

Β3j = γ30 + γ31PVij + γ32NVij

(1.4)

Where,
LIij:

loyalty intentions for firm i evaluated by customer j,

VEij:

value equity for firm i evaluated by customer j,

BEij:

brand equity for firm i evaluated by customer j,

REij:

relationship equity for firm i evaluated by customer j,

PVij:

positive valence for firm i evaluated by customer j,

NVij:

negative valence for firm i evaluated by customer j,
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CV1ij:

a vector of firm-level i (level-one) control variables (i.e., relationship length,
switching costs, and involvement),

CV2j:

a vector of customer-level j (level-two) control variables (i.e., age, gender, income,
and consumer confidence),

Rij:

level-one (firm i) residuals,

μ0j:

level-two (customer j) residuals.

β0j is the random level-one intercept; β1j, β2j, β3j, γ01, and γ02 are the fixed coefficients of VEij,
BEij, REij, respectively. β4j and β5j are a vector of coefficients corresponding to level-one and
level-two control variables, respectively. γ00, γ10, γ20, and γ30 are the level-two intercepts; γ11, γ21,
and γ31 are the coefficients for the interaction terms of PVij; γ12, γ22, and γ32 are the coefficients
for the interaction terms of NVij.
Meta-analysis. We summarize 18 multilevel results by using a meta-analysis. There are several
methods for summarizing individual effects. The reasons of choosing the meta-analysis is
specified in Chapter 2 on page 28 and the data analysis is described on pages 30-31.
Results of the meta-analysis. Table 4.3 shows 18 multilevel results. The interactions of CEDs
and type I emotions are among the mean-centered variables. We do not discuss Table 4.3 in
detail, but use it as input for the meta-analysis, of which results are shown in Table 4.4. In terms
of the moderating role of type I emotions, consistent with hypothesis 1, the interaction between
positive valence and CEDs is significantly negatively related to loyalty intentions (-.07 for
VE×PV, -.07 for BE×PV, -.08 for RE×PV, p < .01). Likewise, consistent with hypothesis 2, the
interaction between negative valence and CEDs is significantly positively related to loyalty
intentions (.09 for VE×NV, .11 for BE×NV, .12 for RE×NV, p < .01). In addition, across 18
industries, the summary main effects of CEDs and type I emotions on loyalty intentions are
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significant (p < .01): .25 for value equity, .27 for brand equity, .33 for relationship equity, .24 for
positive valence, and -.19 for negative valence. The results support hypothesis 3 and 4 that
positive and negative valence of Type I emotions independently and significantly influence
loyalty intentions beyond CEDs.
We conducted two robustness checks to test whether the obtained results are robust: (1) we
used a multilevel model by including all 18 industries; (2) we estimated the models on a
randomly chosen 90% and 80% of the sample to prevent type I error, since we have large-scale
data. Most results of the robustness checks are consistent with the obtained results, except that
the interaction of VE and NV becomes marginally significant or insignificant, but the sign
remains positive.
Study 1 shows that the effects of CEDs are differentially effective, depending on perceived
valence of type I emotions. Also, type I emotions significantly contribute to explaining the
variance of loyalty intentions beyond CEDs. Since we do not have the measures of type II
emotions in the large-scale customer data, we conduct in Study 2 an experiment designed to
explicitly manipulate type II emotions and examine how they moderate the effects of CEDs on
loyalty intention.
4.3.2 Study 2: type II emotions
Study 2 aims to test the moderating effects of type II emotions. We implement a mixed design:
manipulating type II emotions by showing participants a video (between subjects) and
manipulating CEDs in a conjoint setting (within subjects).
4.3.2.1 Procedure
183 students from a Dutch university participated in a lab experiment in return for either course
credits or monetary rewards. We told participants that this experiment includes two unrelated
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tasks and will take them about 15 minutes to complete. In the first task, we told participants that
they are going to watch a short video and their opinions about the video will be collected. The
videos are meant to manipulate type II emotions. We assigned participants randomly to the
positive, negative, or neutral condition. On completion of the first task, participants continued
with the second task. The second task measured loyalty intentions when renewing the contract
with a fictional mobile-phone service provider, as using mobile-phone service is common among
students. Participants were asked to imagine that they are current customers of this fictional
provider. After finishing these two tasks, participants were debriefed and thanked for the
participation. The data contain 63 females and the participants are between 18 and 29 years old.
4.3.2.2 Method
Type II Emotion Manipulation. We pretested the videos of funny animals (3:06), memory in
Auschwitz (4:38), and earth at night (2:10) to elicit positive, negative, and neutral valence of
type II emotions, respectively. “Funny animals” is a collection of funny animal behaviors.
“Memory in Auschwitz” shows the pictures of the Jewish victims in Auschwitz during World
War II. “Earth at night” presents how the earth looks like at night. Using videos is one of the
commonly employed methods for inducing type II emotions (e.g., Bartlett and DeSteno 2006;
Garg, Wansink, and Inman 2007). Concerning the potential ethical issue of Auschwitz, before
participants started the experiment, we stated that “some participants will be shown a video that
may be perceived as unpleasant” in the consent letter. We pre-tested whether the videos elicit the
expected valence. To be comparable with type I emotions, we measured joy, enthusiasm, and
happiness for positive emotions and measured anger, sadness, and irritation for negative
emotions with seven-point scales (1: not at all; 7: strongly). The pre-test shows that the videos
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Table 4.2 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations in Study 1 and Study 3
Study 1
M

SD

Cronbach’s α

1

2

3

4

5

1. Value equity

5.03

1.11

.76

1

.63

.56

.42

-.39

2. Brand equity

4.83

1.11

.73

1

.63

.47

-.34

3. Relationship equity

4.17

1.23

.85

1

.60

-.33

4. Positive valence of type I emotions

3.93

1.42

.94

1

-.11

5. Negative valence of type I emotions

2.39

1.33

.89

M

SD

Cronbach’s α

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. Value equity

4.94

.92

.60

1

.26

.10

.07

-.07

.07

-.07

2. Brand equity

4.45

1.11

.53

1

.55

.40

-.23

.09

-.03

3. Relationship equity

3.56

1.32

.84

1

.60

-.24

.14

.03

4. Positive valence of type I emotions

3.37

1.41

.93

1

.004

.27

.11

5. Negative valence of type I emotions

2.99

1.53

.87

1

.04

.30

6. Positive valence of type II emotions

4.19

1.27

.87

1

-.12

7. Negative valence of type II emotions

2.37

1.37

.90

Constructs

1

Study 3
Constructs

1
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successfully elicited the expected valence. In the experimental context, the videos also
successfully elicited expected valence. A one-way ANOVA shows that participants in the
positive condition (Mpositive valence=5.31, SD=.90; Mnegative valence=1.60, SD=.76) reported more
positive valence and less negative valence than those in the negative condition (Mpositive
valence=2.15,

SD=0.93, F(2, 181)=164.70, p < .01; Mnegative valence=4.19, SD=1.04, F(2,

181)=135.99, p < .01) and neutral condition (Mpositive valence=4.39, SD=1.13, F(2, 181) = 164.70, p
< .01; Mnegative valence=2.02, SD=.99, F(2, 181) = 135.99, p < .01).
Customer Equity Drivers Manipulation. In the second task of the experiment, we first asked
participants to imagine that they are current customers of a fictional mobile-phone service
provider Spector. They were told that it is time to renew the contract. In deciding whether to
renew the contract with Spector or not, they took three factors (i.e., CEDs) into account. Next,
we used a conjoint design to manipulate CEDs, as a conjoint design has advantages of allowing
multiple responses per participants and also of accounting for unobserved heterogeneity (Wuyts,
Verhoef, and Prins 2009). Chapter 2 and 3 confirm the credibility and validity of the measures of
CEDs across a large number of service industries, which include mobile phone-service
providers. We use these measures to manipulate CEDs and randomly assign respondents to the
six conditions in Table 4.5.

Table 4.4 Results of Meta-Analysis (18 industries)
Main effect

VE

BE

RE

PV

NV

Summary effect1

0.25***

0.27***

0.33***

0.24***

-0.19***

Moderating effect

VE×PV

BE×PV

RE×PV

VE×NV

BE×NV

RE×NV

-0.07***

-0.07***

-0.08***

0.09***

0.11***

0.12***

Summary effect

1

*** p < .01 (two-tailed)
1
: Null hypothesis: The summary effect is zero.
VE: value equity; BE: brand equity; RE: relationship equity; PV: positive valence; NV: negative valence
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Following the design of Wuyts, Verhoef, and Prins (2009), we manipulate value equity,
brand equity, and relationship equity with two levels (+, -). The “+ levels” refer to positive
perceptions of CEDs and the “- levels” to less positive perceptions. This leads to eight (23)
possible conditions. We exclude two conditions (i.e., +, +, +, and -, -, -) because these two
conditions are the extreme scenarios for evaluating firms and may become biased referents for
the other conditions.
Loyalty Intentions. We measured loyalty intentions by asking “How large is the probability that
you renew the contract with Spector?” (Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml
2004; Wuyts, Verhoef, and Prins 2009) on 11-point scales (0= absolutely not renew the contract,
10= absolutely renew the contract). Loyalty intentions were measured after participants read
each condition and are presented in Table 4.5. Each participant provided six loyalty intentions,
which resulted in 1,098 responses from 183 respondents.
Analysis. We used a multilevel model for analyzing the experimental data because the data are
hierarchical since the six dependent responses (level one, sample size=1,098) are nested in each
participant (level two, sample size=183). Moreover, each participant provided six dependent
responses, violating the independence assumption of OLS. We combined the data of the positive-,
negative-, and neutral conditions. We created two dummy coded variables for the positive and
negative conditions; the neutral condition is the reference group. The following equations
represent the multilevel model here. Based on the same reason stated on page 27, we transform
the dependent variable with a logarithm,

⁄

, to assume a linear relationships of

loyalty intentions and the relevant independent variables.
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LIij = Β0j + Β1jVEij + Β2jBEij + Β3jREij + Rij

(2)

Β0j = γ00 + γ01PVij + γ02NVij + μ0j

(2.1)

Β1j = γ10 + γ11PVij + γ12NVij

(2.2)

Β2j = γ20 + γ21PVij + γ22NVij

(2.3)

Β3j = γ30 + γ31PVij + γ32NVij

(2.4)

Where,
LIij:

loyalty intentions for firm i evaluated by customer j,

VEij:

value equity for firm i assigned to customer j,

BEij:

brand equity for firm i assigned to customer j,

REij:

relationship equity for firm i assigned to customer j,

PVij:

positive valence for firm i assigned to customer j,

NVij:

negative valence for firm i assigned to customer j,

Rij:

level-one (firm i) residuals,

μ0j:

level-two (customer j) residuals.

β0j is the random level-one intercept; β1j, β2j, β3j, γ01, and γ02 are the fixed coefficients of VEij,
BEij, REij, respectively. γ00, γ10, γ20, and γ30 are the level-two intercepts; γ11, γ21, and γ31 are the
coefficients for the interaction terms of PVij; γ12, γ22, and γ32 are the coefficients for the
interaction terms of NVij. We excluded gender and income as control variables, since they do not
significantly influence loyalty intentions.
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Table 4.3 Results of the Multilevel Analysis of Each Industry, Function of Loyalty Intentions
Variables
VE
BE
RE
PV
NV
VE×PV
VE×NV
BE×PV
BE×NV
RE×PV
RE×NV
Gender (female)
Age
Income
Relationship length
Switching costs
Involvement
CC
Constant
Log likelihood: null
model
Log likelihood
Respondents
Responses

Variables
VE
BE
RE
PV
NV
VE×PV
VE×NV
BE×PV
BE×NV
RE×PV
RE×NV
Gender (female)
Age
Income
Relationship length
Switching costs
Involvement
CC
Constant
Log likelihood: null
model
Log likelihood
Respondents
Responses

Insurance

Health insurance

Banking

Mobile phone

Landline phone

Energy providers

Gasoline providers

Travel agencies

Holiday resorts

.64
-.02
1.68***
.84***
-.49*
-.14
-.08
-.05
.59**
-.28
.05
.03
.05
-.49
-.03
.10
-.31
.26
.89

-.70
1.01*
2.07***
.58*
-.49
-.79**
.17
.42
.07
-.20
-.17
.44
.33
-.85**
.53**
.05
-.39
-.37
2.93

.05
1.50***
2.12***
.62**
-.27
.36
-.63**
-.86***
.41
.40**
.73***
.46
.20
-.41
.21
.25
-.70***
-.20
.13

.53
.68
1.65***
1.06***
-.70*
-.69**
-.04
.22
.05
-.49*
-.16
-.03
-.05
-.59
.68***
-.05
1.05***
.44
3.45

-.12
.06
1.34**
1.68***
-1.02***
-.42
.02
.30
.11
-.36
.03
2.75***
.41
-.09
.66**
.04
-.23
.13
-8.89**

.44
.52
1.90***
.42
-.88*
-.37
-.52
.43
.24
-.04
.10
1.76*
.41
.81
.87***
.19
-.81*
.38
-3.37

1.45***
.20
.83
.78**
-.32
-.51
-.15
-.49
.69*
.65**
-.53*
-1.27
-.46
.68
.30
.55**
-.01
-1.13**
.474

-.19
.87**
1.43***
.52**
-.82***
.38
-.15
-.71***
-.17
-.29
.37**
-.12
-.34
.29
.16
.46***
-.12
-.58*
-1.11

.85
.11
1.15**
-.19
-.66**
-.09
.78**
.36
-1.21***
.14
1.08***
.69
-.14
.35
.42**
.36
-.16
-1.36***
.08

-4455.69
-4317.99
104
1155

-3221.46
-3140.02
115
835

-3428.22
-3290.97
230
932

-2237.93
-2145.24
137
591

-2093.02
-2006.21
104
544

-1771.79
-1725.76
104
466

-1882.02
-1841.56
104
510

-2509.77
-2413.96
98
744

-1322.00
-1273.19
101
387

Airlines

Supermarkets

Health/beauty retailing

Department stores

-.21
.02
.27
.19
-.46**
.10
.56***
-.06
.30
-.19
-.32
.60
.10
.27
.30**
.41***
-.14
.47*
-5.57

.80***
.30
.36
.34
.04
-.13
-.22
-.26
.46**
.19
-.02
-1.14**
.17
-.06
.14
-.12
-.62***
-.80***
4.93**

1.16***
-.17
.67**
.10
.17
-.48**
.76***
.03
.04
-.07
-.50**
-.02
-.16
-.20
.59***
-.01
-.30
.16
-2.33

.32
-.13
.91***
-.20
-.24
.38**
.21
-.04
-.15
-.37***
.32*
.14
.09
-.01
.17
.10
.13
.23
-4.66***

Electronic retailing
.81***
-.11
.89***
.29
-.12
-.10
-.03
.19
-.05
.24*
.27*
-.24
-.33*
-.26
.08
.19*
-.37
-.13
2.23

Do-It-Yourself retailing
.08
.05
.51*
.01
-.38*
.88***
-.43*
-.46**
.18
-.18
.50***
-.87*
-.14
.00
.42***
.46***
-.40*
-.21
-.52

Furnishing retailing
.36**
-.28*
.59***
.28**
.05
-.18*
.02
.14
-.00
.03
.13
-.16
-.15
.03
-.20*
.09
-.25*
.08
.82

e-booking
-.52
.41
.99**
.45
-1.15***
.31
-.38
-.67*
-.16
-.00
.82**
-.88
-.02
.29
-.39
.42*
-.62*
-.15
3.55

Online retailing
-.05
-.15
.97***
.64**
-.68**
-.54**
.48*
.30
-.27
-.19
.25
.16
-.08
-.61**
.46**
-.12
.49*
.21
.72

-1156.49
-1125.81
102
393

-2151.77
-2106.21
101
662

-1514.24
-1465.95
130
474

-1168.65
-1140.20
106
419

-1512.35
-1458.11
120
497

-1471.99
-1439.94
105
480

-1660.56
-1633.28
253
628

-972.60
-937.69
104
297

-1571.56
-1537.45
156
483

*p < .1, **p < .05, *** p < .01 (two-tailed)
VE: value equity; BE: brand equity; RE: relationship equity; PV: positive valence; NV: negative valence
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4.3.2.3 Results
Table 4.6 shows the results of the multilevel analysis. Consistent with prior studies (e.g., Rust,
Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008), CEDs manipulated in
the conjoint design significantly positively influence loyalty intentions (p < .01): 1.01 for
VE, .59 for BE, and .49 for RE. In terms of the moderating effects of type II emotions, compared
to the neutral condition, positive valence (PV=-.14, SE=.20, p > .1) and negative valence (NV=.21, SE=.20, p > .1) do not significantly influence loyalty intentions. In addition, our data
indicate that type II emotions do not moderate the CEDs-loyalty link (p > .1): VE×PV=-.09,
BE×PV=-.01, RE×PV=.02, VE×NV=.04, BE×NV=-.03, and RE×NV=-.11. Hence, hypothesis 1
and 2 are not supported by our experimental data in terms of type II emotions. As a result, the
data in Study 1 and Study 2 initially indicate that type I and type II emotions have differential
moderating effect on the CEDs-loyalty link. Type I emotions moderate the CEDs-loyalty link,
but type II emotions do not.
4.3.3 Study 3: type I and type II emotions
To replicate the findings of Study 1 and Study 2, we measure both type I and type II emotions by
collecting customer data in the lottery industry in Study 3. The lottery industry is a service
industry, in which emotions are enormously experienced by customers/ players (Mageau et al.
2005; Zeelenberg and Pieters 2004). Hence, the lottery industry provides an appropriate context
for examining both type I and type II emotions. Based on the questionnaire used in Study 1,
which has included type I emotions, we add questions concerning type II emotions to it. Then,
we distribute this “modified” questionnaire to customers in the lottery industry, which is similar
to the method of data collection in Study 1. The data in Study 3 include 834 customers with
2,156 responses, consisting of 43.0% females. The average age of the respondents is 52 years old
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with the standard deviation of 12.12 years. The majority of respondents (68.7%) earns between
€30,000 and €60,000 per year.
4.3.3.1 Measurement of variables
Most measures in this study are identical to those in Study 1, including loyalty intentions, CEDs,
type I emotions, and the relevant control variables. One difference is that type II emotions are
measured. For the sake of simplicity in the questionnaire, we chose four specific emotions to
measure positive and negative valence of type II emotions using seven-point scales (1: not at all,
7: strongly), which are based on the PANAS scale (Watson, Clark, and Telegen 1988). Being
happy, enthusiastic, determined, and proud constituted measurements for positive valence. Being
afraid, upset, nervous, and sad constituted measurements for negative valence.
The reliability (Cronbach’s α) of the constructs is in general above 0.84, except .60 for
value equity and .53 for brand equity (see Table 4.2). We find that (1) positive and negative
valence of type I emotions (.004), (2) positive and negative valence of type II emotions (-.12), (3)
type I and type II emotions (.27 for positive valence; .30 for negative valence) are not highly
correlated to each other and are also not unidimensional. The CFA shows a marginally adequate
model fit (RMSEA=.068, CFI=0.94, SRMR=0.07), indicating seven dimensions of value equity,
brand equity, relationship equity, positive and negative valence of type I emotions, and positive
and negative valence of type II emotions. Again, this shows that customer emotions and CEDs
are distinct constructs and confirms the independence of positive and negative valence. Finally,
the CMB is not a serious concern by using Harman’s one-factor test (Podsakoff and Organ 1986),
as the result shows multiple factors and there is also no dominant factor (33.2%) explaining the
total variance.
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4.3.3.2 Model specification and results
Type I emotions. By using the equations in Study 1, we tested the main and moderating effect of
type I emotions. The results are shown in Table 4.6. The main effects of CEDs and positive
valence are significant (p < .01): .67 for VE, .70 for BE, .92 for RE, and .29 for PV. However,
the main effect of negative valence is not found (-.06, p > .01). The interactions of CEDs and
type I emotions are among the mean-centered variables. The significant moderating effects of
type I emotions are found in VE×PV (-.20, p < .05), RE×PV (-.13, p < .1), and VE×NV (.19, p
< .05), but not in BE×PV (-.11, p > .1), BE×NV (-.09, p > .1), and RE×NV (.01, p > .1).
Type II emotions. To test the moderating role of type II emotions, we replaced type I emotions
with type II emotions in Equation 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. The main effects of CEDs are still
significant (p < .01): .73 for VE, .79 for BE, and 1.11 for RE. The interactions of CEDs and type
II emotions are among the mean-centered variables. Consistent with the experimental data in
Study 2, we do not find the significant moderating effect of type II emotions in the lotteryindustry data (p > .1): -.09 for VE×PV, -.14 for BE×PV, .01 for RE×PV, -.06 for VE×NV, -.06
for BE×NV, and .08 for RE×NV. These results further verify that we are less likely to find the
moderating impact of type II emotions on loyalty decisions, compared to type I emotions.
Table 4.7 summarizes the results of examining emotions from Study 1, 2, and 3. It is
generally found that type I emotions are more likely to have the moderating impact on the link of
CEDs-loyalty than type II emotions. Positive valence of type I emotions tend to weaken the
effects of CEDs, and negative valence of type I emotions tend to strengthen the effects of CEDs.
Additionally, type I emotions are likely to influence loyalty intentions beyond CEDs.
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Table 4.5 Two levels for Customer Equity Drivers (CEDs) and the Conjoint Design
CEDs

Levels

Value equity

+

The quality-price ratio of Spector is good and it is convenient to buy and use Spector’s services.

-

The quality-price ratio of Spector is just reasonable. It takes some effort to buy and use its services.

+

Spector has a strong and innovative brand.

-

Spector is just an average brand and not especially innovative.

Relationship

+

I am a special customer for Spector and they exactly know what I want.

equity

-

I am just a customer for Spector and they partly know what I want.

Brand equity

Description

Conjoint design
Conditions

Value equity

Brand equity

Relationship equity

A

+

-

+

B

-

+

+

C

+

+

-

D

-

-

+

E

-

+

-

F

+

-

-
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Table 4.6 Results of the Experimental Data (Study 2) and the Lottery-Industry Data (Study
3), Function of Loyalty Intentions
Variables

Experimental data

VE
BE
RE
PV
NV
VE×PV
BE×PV
RE×PV
VE×NV
BE×NV
RE×NV
Gender (female)
Age
Income
Relationship length
Switching costs
Involvement
CC
Constant
LLa: null modelb
LLa
Sample size (level one)
Sample size (level two)

1.01(.05)***
.59(.05)***
.49(.05)***
-.14 (.20)c
-.21(.19)c
-.09(.12)
-.01(.12)
.02(.12)
.04(.12)
-.03(.12)
-.11(.12)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
7.67(.08)***
-2143.99
-1970.96
1098
183

Lottery-industry data
Type I emotions
Type II emotions
.67(.14)***
.73(.14)***
.70(.13) ***
.79(.13) ***
.92(.13) ***
1.11(.11) ***
.29(.11) ***
-.08(.11)
-.06(.09)
.06(.10)
-.20(.09)**
-.09(.10)
-.11(.08)
-.14(.10)
-.13(.07)*
.01(.08)
.19(.08)**
-.06(.10)
-.09(.07)
-.06(.09)
.01(.06)
.08(.08)
.43(.27)
.48(.28)*
.01(.01)
.003(.01)
.05(.15)
.06(.05)
.15(.05)***
.16(.05)***
-.06(.08)
-07(.08)
-.25(.11)**
-.24(.11)**
-.20(.15)
-.16(.15)
-3.33(1.17)***
-3.74(1.20)***
-6712.41
-6712.41
-6491.40
-6505.57
2156
2156
834
834

***p-value < 0.01; ** p-value < 0.05; * p-value < 0.1 (two-tailed)
VE: value equity; BE: brand equity; RE: relationship equity; PV: positive valence; NV: negative valence
a
: The abbreviation of Log Likelihood.
b
: A null model includes only the random intercept, level-one and level-two residuals.
c
: The reference group is the neutral condition.
n.a.: not available

4.4

Discussion

4.4.1 Theoretical implications
This study investigates the interactions and joint effect of CEDs and customer emotions in the
context of customer loyalty. Our results show that (1) type I emotions have the moderating
impact on the link of CEDs and loyalty, but type II emotions do not; (2) CEDs are differentially
effective for creating customer loyalty, depending on valence of type I emotions; (3) type I
emotions influence customer loyalty beyond CEDs. We will further discuss these results in detail.
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Table 4.7 Summary of the Results of Examining Emotions in Study 1, 2, and 3

Main effect
Positive valence of type I
emoitons
Negative valence of type I
emoitons
Moderating effect: type I emotions
VE×PV
BE×PV
RE×PV
VE×NV
BE×NV
RE×NV
Moderating effect: type II emotions
VE×PV
BE×PV
RE×PV
VE×NV
BE×NV
RE×NV

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3



n.a.





n.a.

×








n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.


×


×
×

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×

VE: value equity; BE: brand equity; RE: relationship equity; PV: positive valence; NV: negative valence
n.a.: not available

Difference between type I and type II emotions. Our data show that type I emotions are more
likely to have the moderating impact on the CEDs-loyalty link than type II emotions, even
though these two types of emotions influence information processing similarly (e.g., Bless et al.
1996). As discussed, the difference may be attributed to the extent to which type I and type II
emotions are perceived to be relevant to firms. The difference in perceiving relevance may
become more salient for customers in making loyalty decisions. Customer loyalty involves
decisions dependent on a process of long-term exchanges between firms and customers and an
outcome of customers’ cumulative evaluations of the focal firm (Fullerton 2003; Morgan and
Hunt 1994; Oliver 1999). This implies that customers who make loyalty decisions should rely
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more on well-established evaluation systems, such as perceived CEDs, and less on invalid
sources, such as type II emotions. In contrast, type I emotions are justified to be relevant to the
focal firm, as they are managed by the focal firm and perceived as a valid source of loyalty
decisions (Pham 2007). Hence, this may explain why we find that type I emotions are more
likely to influence the impact of CEDs on customer loyalty than type II emotions.
Moderating effect of type I emotions. We find that CEDs are differentially effective, depending
on valence of type I emotions, which is well explained by the global-local style of information
processing (e.g., Bless et al. 1996; Förster, Liberman, and Kuschel 2008). The finding indicates
that positive valence of type I emotions and CEDs are substitutes, implying that it is less
effective to invest in strategies of type I emotions and CEDs at the same time for creating
customer loyalty. In contrast, customers with negative valence tend to pay more attention to
CEDs. This supports the initial finding of Smith and Bolton (2002) in the customer satisfaction
literature: customers with negative valence tend to use cognitive antecedents (e.g.,
disconfirmation and justice) to evaluate satisfaction more so than those with less negative or
neutral valence. We further extend their finding in the context of customer loyalty by including
value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity as additional cognitive antecedents. In a
strategic perspective, the positive interactions of negative valence and CEDs imply that while
negative valence is harmful to customer loyalty, positively perceived CEDs may buffer the
negativity. This will be elaborated in the section on managerial implications.
Main effect of type I emotions. Our results illustrate the main effects of type I emotions for
creating loyalty when CEDs are simultaneously taken into account. The impact of type I
emotions on decision-making is explained by “feeling-is-for-doing” (Pham et al. 2001;
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Zeelenberg et al. 2008). We further show that positive and negative valence of type I emotions
are two independent loyalty drivers, consistent with the notion that positive and negative valence
are independent dimensions underlying emotions and should be measured in unipolar scales (e.g.,
Diener and Emmons 1985; Goldstein and Strube 1994). This also means that the absence of
positive valence is not always meant to be the presence of negative valence (Bagozzi,
Baumgartner, and Pieters 1998; Warr, Barter, and Brownbridge 1983).
Although the independence of positive and negative valence underlying emotions has been
well established in the literature, one unsolved issue is why positive and negative valence are
independent (Warr, Barter, and Brownbridge 1983). An important potential explanation lies in
desired and undesired episodes evoking positive and negative valence, respectively, which may
not be related to each other (Warr, Barter, and Brownbridge 1983). For example, a customer can
be annoyed by a frontline employee of Firm A, but impressed by the involvement of Firm A in
high ethical standards of doing business. The example shows that the undesired (annoyed staff)
and desired episodes (high ethical standards) are not exactly correlated. In the end, evoked
positive and negative valence may independently co-exist within this customer and jointly
explain the variance of loyalty decisions. This potential explanation needs to be empirically
tested for giving deeper insight into and solid evidence of the independence of positive and
negative valence.
4.4.2 Managerial implications
Type II emotions. Firms may benefit from transforming type II emotions into type I emotions, as
positive valence of type I emotions have a positive impact on customer loyalty. This is what the
Inn at Little Washington, a five-star inn and restaurant, is doing to maintain or even enhance
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customer loyalty (ASAE 2006). When customers arrive at the Inn, the staff members directly
inspect customers’ original emotions (i.e., type II emotions) based on a ten-point scale (from an
angry “one” to ecstatic “ten”). If customers note negative valence, the staff members need to
cheer up customers and make sure that none of these customers leave with a score under nine; in
other words, they seek to transform negative valence of type II emotions to positive valence of
type I emotions. The secrets to cheering up customers are, for example, extra courses or free
wine/ champagne. In this way, the Inn transforms negative valence of type II emotions to
positive valence of type I emotions and wins customer loyalty in the end.
Type I emotions. Managers often face two problems with allocating limited resources: (1) a
better understanding of substitutability and complementarity of marketing strategies (Siggelkow
2002) and (2) effective trade-offs of competing marketing strategies (Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml
2004). In terms of the first problem, substitutability leads to ineffective allocation, but
complementarity leads to strategic synergy. Since managing customer emotions are becoming
popular, which has been extensively discussed in media and adopted by firms (e.g., BBC 2011;
Forbes 2012; NBC 2005), it is crucial that managers form a deeper understanding of how to
combine strategies of type I emotions and the existing and commonly loyalty strategies (e.g.,
CEDs). Figure 4.3 provides potential guidance by combining type I emotions (y-axis) and the
performance profile of the firm based on CEDs (x-axis). In Quadrant I, given a firm with a good
performance profile, it should avoid managing both positive valence of type I emotions and
CEDs simultaneously when creating customer loyalty, as the result could be negative synergy. In
Quadrant II, given a firm with a slightly lower performance profile, managing positive valence
may protect firms from what they have not done well because customers with positive valence
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pay less attention to the performance profile of the firm. In this sense, positive valence is
probably a useful loyalty tool for brands losing market strength, for new brands, or for industries
in which differentiation is less likely to reach. Take the example of Netflix in the Netherlands in
2013. Netflix is an American Internet-streaming media that introduced itself to the Dutch market
in 2013. Since Netflix is a new player for the Dutch population, one of Netflix’s marketing
strategies is to use several funny YouTube videos to elicit positive valence of type I emotions in
the hope of attracting potential new customers. Being in Quadrant III may be a warning for the
firm, as it scores low in the performance profile and is not able to manage customers’ negative
valence. To avoid the potential death spiral, firms should make an effort to either enhance the
performance profile or decrease negative emotions. In Quadrant IV, firms have a good
performance profile, and although their customers experience undesired episodes, these
customers still tend to stay. This is probably a very important finding for service industries.
Services have the nature of heterogeneity, meaning that service quality and service encounters
frequently vary across different frontline employees or from day to day (Bitner, Booms and
Tetreault 1990; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985). To buffer the negativity resulted from
uncontrollable bad services, we suggest that managers strive to maintain or even improve their
performance profile.
In terms of the second problem (i.e., trade-offs), customer emotions apparently become
competing strategies with CEDs to create customer loyalty. Our results point out that emotions
are also effective at enhancing customer loyalty. For example, when increasing one unit of
positive valence or decreasing one unit of negative valence, firms are able to increase loyalty
intentions by 11.2% or 8.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, when increasing one unit of value equity,
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brand equity, and relationship equity, loyalty intentions can be increased by 9.1%, 9.9%, and
13.4%, respectively. One unit refers to one standard deviation above the average score of these

Figure 4.3 Potential Strategies of Combining Customer Equity Drivers and Type I
Emotions

Type I Emotions (positive)

More effort on

More effort on

positive valence

customer equity drivers
Customer Equity Drivers (good)

Potential death spiral

Positive synergy

Type I Emotions (negative)
drivers. These numbers can be one of the references for managers when considering trade-offs of
these competing loyalty strategies, depending on how firm performance is measured.
Additionally, our results indicate that positive and negative valence of type I emotions are two
independent loyalty drivers. From this, managers can infer that generating stronger positive
valence is not the only way to enhance customer loyalty, as avoiding stronger negative valence
can also be effective. For example, managers may have opportunities to remedy bad services by
doing well in service recovery, which has been generally found to increase customer loyalty (e.g.,
Liao 2007; Smith, Bolton, and Wagner 1999).
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4.4.3 Limitations and future research
There are some limitations to this study that require further investigation and also provide
avenues for further research. First, the data are cross-sectional. Homburg, Koschate, and Hoyer
(2006) find that the judgment pattern of the main effects of emotions decreases on satisfaction
over time. Hence, one unsolved question is whether the moderating role of type I emotions also
decreases over time, since customers have accumulated sufficient informative knowledge over
time. Second, we initially examined the moderating role of type II emotions in two industries:
mobile phone services and the lottery industry. Our finding should be further verified and
examined in other industries in order to substantiate the generalization. If the moderating impact
of type II emotions can be found in other industries, it would be interesting to then ask whether
the variance of the moderating impact depends on industry characteristics. In addition, the type II
emotions we tested were evoked before the point of purchase. When type II emotions are evoked
at the point of purchase, they may be more likely to yield a moderating impact, as they are easily
misattributed by customers and carried over to purchase decisions (Lerner, Small, and
Loewenstein 2004). This would constitute the other approach to validating the moderating
impact of type II emotions. Third, as previously discussed, little is known about why positive
and negative valence are two independent constructs. One direction is to examine whether
episodes evoking positive and negative valence respectively are independent from each other and
in turn lead to the independence of positive and negative valence. The examination is crucial for
obtaining more solid evidence of the supposed independence in the emotion literature. Finally,
while the global-local style well explains the moderating role of customer emotions, it may be
interesting to examine an alternative explanation (i.e., the holistic-analytical style). This
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alternative mechanism is crucial for extending our findings to a cross-cultural context, as the
holistic-analytic style is highly related to cultural differences (Monga and John 2008). Monga
and John (2008) find that the harm of negative publicity (e.g., lower brand equity) is mitigated
by holistic thinking, meaning a negative interaction of brand equity and holistic thinking. While
our data demonstrated that brand equity and positive valence of type I emotions have a negative
interaction, this may imply a correlation between positive valence and holistic thinking. Hence,
two open questions are offered: (1) is the holistic-analytic style an alternative mechanism of the
moderating role of customer emotions? (2) To what extent can the moderating impact of
customer emotions be applied to different cultures?
In conclusion, this research provides deeper insight into the moderating impacts of type I
and type II emotions and the main effects of type I emotions on the CEDs-loyalty link. The
findings suggest how managers can combine strategies of CEDs and type I and type II emotions
in an effective way for creating customer loyalty.
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Chapter 5
5

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Customer loyalty is a customer-centric metric, which aims to (1) understand customers by
capturing their pattern of and their journey to purchase and (2) create value for both customers
and firms (Shah et al. 2006; Verhoef 2012). Existing research has identified three CEDs that
drive customer loyalty (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000; Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004;
Vogel, Evanschitzky, and Ramaseshan 2008). CEDs provide a mechanism for understanding
what motivates customers to (continuously) do business with firms (Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon
2000). However, customer loyalty is easily influenced by contextual situations (Oliver 1999),
implying that boundary conditions should exist for the link between CEDs and customer loyalty.
Firms should clearly identify which boundary condition significantly influences the impact of
CEDs on customer loyalty. In this dissertation, we examine some crucial but untested boundary
conditions in the customer loyalty literature, which are economic conditions, industry
characteristics, firm characteristics, and customer emotions. What follows is to outline the main
findings, suggest managerial implications, discuss the general limitations of the dissertation, and
provide avenues for future research.
5.1

Main Findings

5.1.1 The moderating role of consumer confidence on the CEDs-loyalty link
Chapter 2 aims to answer how firms can retain customers during recessions. Consumer
confidence (CC) is closely related to economic conditions and is adopted as a proxy representing
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economic conditions. We examine the effectiveness of CEDs on customer loyalty between
higher- and lower-CC customers. To test the hypotheses, we use a meta-analysis to summarize
the multilevel results of 13 service industries. We also conduct several robustness checks: (1) we
include random parameters for the customer equity drivers; (2) we transform the independent
and dependent variables to logarithms to capture potential non-linear effects; (3) we estimate the
model with factor scores for value equity, brand equity and relationship equity to account for
potential multi-collinearity; (4) we pool the data across the 13 industries and analyze an overall
Logic model with dummies for contractual settings vs. non-contractual settings and firm
dummies; (5) we estimate the models on a randomly chosen 90% of the sample; and (6) we use
panel data over two years. The results consistently show that CC partly influences the effects of
CEDs on customer loyalty and that this influence varies across industries. Specifically, value
equity is in general more important for lower-CC customers. Brand equity is also more important
for lower-CC customers, but only in non-contractual settings.
5.1.2 Explain the variance of the CEDs-loyalty link at the industry- and firm level
Chapter 3 aims to answer whether, how much, and why the link of CEDs-loyalty varies across
industries and firms. To integrate theoretically argued industry- and firm characteristics, we take
four industry characteristics (i.e., environmental turbulence, industry advertising intensity,
product visibility, and contractual settings) and two firm characteristics (i.e., innovativeness and
market position) into account. We use three different data sources to collect required data at the
industry-, firm-, and customer level: (1) a large-scale customer dataset (including 8,924
customers of 95 leading firms across 18 service industries), (2) an expert survey consisting of
558 responses from managers and business consultants, and (3) external sources including data
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from A.C. Nielsen on firms’ annual advertising expenditures as well as from firms’ annual
reports on revenues. To account for the hierarchical data structure with three levels (i.e.,
customers nested within firms and further within industries), a multilevel model is applied. Our
main findings show that the CEDs-loyalty link varies substantially across industries and firms. In
addition, the included industry- and firm characteristics explain between 65% and 85% of the
cross-industry variance and between 27.5% and 80% of the cross-firm variance: (1) the role of
CEDs in contractual settings is more important than their role in non-contractual settings; (2)
brand equity stands out as an effective marketing strategy in a turbulent environment; (3) the
effect of brand equity decreases in industries with intensive advertising expenditures; (4) the
effects of value equity and relationship equity decrease when the usage of products is more
visible to others; (5) the effect of relationship equity is weakened for innovative firms; (6) firms
in a strong market position benefit less from brand equity to enhance customer loyalty than those
in a weaker position.
5.1.3 Customer emotions as moderators and additional CEDs
As winning both business and heart is a key to success in a hypercompetitive environment, more
and more firms are aware of the importance of customer emotions (HBR Blog Network 2010).
However, some firms are still questioning the utility of managing customer emotions (New York
Times_1 2007). We aim to understand whether CEDs are differentially effective for creating
customer loyalty, depending on customer emotions. We take two important types of customer
emotions in decision-making into account: type I emotions (influenced by firms) and type II
emotions (not influenced by firms). We use type I and type II emotions as moderators on the link
between CEDs and loyalty. In addition, to extend research on the role of emotions in marketing
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(Bagozzi, Gopinath, and Nyer 1999), we reexamine the main effects of type I emotions on
customer loyalty in a broader sense, including all three CEDs. In Study 1, we examine type I
emotions by using a large-scale customer dataset. This dataset includes 102 leading firms across
18 service industries. In Study 2, we examine type II emotions using a mixed design,
manipulating type II emotions (between subjects) and also CEDs (within subjects). In Study 3, to
test type I and type II emotions simultaneously, we collect additional customer data in the lottery
industry. Our results show that (1) CEDs are differentially effective for creating customer loyalty,
depending on valence of type I emotions; (2) type I emotions have a moderating impact on the
link between CEDs and loyalty, but type II emotions do not; (3) type I emotions influence
customer loyalty beyond value equity, brand equity, and relationship equity.
5.2

Managerial Implications

On one hand, different economic conditions and different customers lead to different preferences;
on the other hand, different industries and firms create different contexts. Different preferences
and different contexts may constitute a set of boundary conditions for the effectiveness of
strategies. By defining crucial, untested boundary conditions, we are able to suggest managers
how they can effectively adapt marketing strategies to different economic conditions, different
customers, and different contexts for better firm performance.
First, how can firms retain customers in economic turbulent times, when CC is generally
low or becomes lower? Does it still pay off to invest in the three CEDs for enhancing customer
loyalty in economic turbulent times? We suggest that firms should focus on the value offered by
improving their price-quality ratio. This can be done by either lowering prices and/or by
increasing quality. Quality in this respect is defined broadly, as it also includes convenience
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(Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon 2000). In addition, firms in non-contractual settings looking to
increase customer loyalty should behave counter-cyclically. That is, they should focus on
improving their brand equity during turbulent economic times by investing more in advertising.
This is likely to be rewarded with increased loyalty.
Second, our study suggests that the three marketing strategies (i.e., value equity, brand
equity, and relationship equity) generally enhance customer loyalty across industries and firms.
For example, by increasing one unit (i.e., one standard deviation) of value equity, brand equity,
and relationship equity, firms are able to increase customer loyalty by 16.0%, 14.6%, and 29.6%,
respectively. However, not all industries and firms uniformly benefit from these numbers.
Without taking the context (i.e., industry- and firm characteristics) into account, managers may
be mistaken about the idiosyncratic effects of CEDs in their industries and firms. The potential
consequence may be a suboptimal allocation of resources and failure in desired performance. For
example, contractual settings strengthen the impact of value equity to 18.2% (15.2%+3.0%), but
non-contractual settings benefit from value equity only by 12.8% (15.2%-3.0%). Hence,
choosing effective loyalty strategies partly depends on the nature of the firm and its relevant
industry.
Third, managers often struggle with the problem of allocating limited resources, which
would be helped by a better understanding of substitutability and complementarity of marketing
strategies (Siggelkow 2002). As firms frequently execute multiple strategies at the same time, it
is crucial for firms to understand substitutability and complementarity between strategies. Figure
4.3 gives guidance on how firms should combine CEDs and customer emotions (type I emotions).
First, there is no strategic synergy between positive valence of type I emotions and CEDs, which
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provides two suggestions for managers. On the one hand, managers should avoid using positive
valence of type I emotions and CEDs simultaneously for creating customer loyalty. On the other
hand, the substitutability implies that positive valence of type I emotions may protect firms from
what they have not done well because customers with positive valence pay less attention to the
main features of firms. Second, negative valence of type I emotions have the complementary role
with CEDs. This implies that when firm performance is in general perceived positively, although
their customers experience undesired episodes, these customers still tend to stay. This is
probably a very important finding for service industries. Services have the nature of
heterogeneity, meaning that service quality and service encounters frequently vary across
different frontline employees or from day to day (Bitner, Booms and Tetreault 1990;
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985). To buffer the negativity resulted from uncontrollable
heterogeneity of services, we suggest that managers strive to improve customers’ perceptions of
CEDs.
5.3

Limitations and Future Research

There are several limitations of the three studies in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Since the limitations
have been discussed in detail in each chapter, we here focus on the general limitations across the
three studies and provide avenues for future research.
First, customer loyalty encompasses attitudinal and behavioral loyalty (Dick and Basu
1994; Oliver 1999). Examining either of attitudinal and behavioral loyalty is not sufficient to
capture crucial mechanisms underlying customer loyalty and also its impact on firm performance
(Chiou and Droge 2006;). For example, while attitudinal loyalty is a forward-looking variable
and more adequately understand factors underlying customer loyalty (Bandyopadhyay and
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Martell 2007), it is less reliable to predict firm performance such as market share (Chaudhuri and
Holbrook 2001). Similarly, while behavioral loyalty is a more reliable variable to predict firm
performance, it is a backward-looking variable and difficult to be differentiated with repeat
purchase behavior (Jacoby and Kyner 1973). In this dissertation, we use loyalty intentions as a
proxy representing customer loyalty. The reason is that to compare customer loyalty across
industries for a large number of firms, loyalty behavior has different meanings across industries.
However, we recognize that actual observed loyalty behavior is the ultimate proof of loyalty and
is more related to the metrics of firm performance. We hence encourage further research to
uncover an adequate proxy of loyalty behavior as a comparison criterion across industries. As
suggested by Seiders et al. (2005), customers are motivated to incorporate intervening
contingencies in behavioral loyalty. We expect that the studied moderators in this dissertation
should be more salient in the link of CEDs and behavioral loyalty
Second, the data are cross-sectional. In Chapter 2, although we used a panel dataset over
two years to validate the results of the cross-sectional data, we did not examine whether changes
of CC reflect a real shock, which may be more likely reflected before, during, and after
recessions (Chakrabarty, Chopin and Darrat 1998). A potential way to investigate this factor is to
conduct a scenario-based experiment. In such an experiment, one could manipulate the timing of
recessions and observe several changes of CC over time. It is also necessary to collect a largescale dataset with more than two-year time series. In Chapter 3, we cannot examine changes of
the moderating role of industry- and firm characteristics over time. Given that the trend of the
market environment is toward higher competition and more intensive investment in advertising,
an important question is whether the impact of these industry characteristics on the link between
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CEDs and customer loyalty becomes more prevalent over time. In Chapter 4, we cite Homburg,
Koschate, and Hoyer (2006), who find that the judgment pattern of the main effects of type I
emotions decreases on satisfaction over time. Hence, one unsolved question is whether the
moderating role of type I emotions also decreases over time, since customers have accumulated
sufficient informative knowledge over time.
Third, we should be cautious about the potential endogeneity problem and the results
therefore may be overestimated. The endogeneity problem can be that one or more hidden
variables cause both CEDs and customer loyalty, or even some moderators (e.g., CC and
emotions). For example, the hidden variables can be individual traits. Some individuals tend to
give negative reactions, some positive, and others neutral. To control for individual unobserved
heterogeneity, collecting panel data and implementing experiments are encouraged for future
research to validate the results found in this dissertation.
Finally, the data are limited to the Netherlands. Conducting research in other countries may
strengthen further generalizations. For example, concerning CC as a moderator in Chapter 2, the
Netherlands is a high-welfare country, meaning that people’s lives are secured by the social
welfare system, which may explain some small differences between customers with different
levels of CC. Hence, an opportunity for further research is to include high-welfare and lowwelfare countries in the analysis in order to compare results. Concerning customer emotions in
Chapter 4, we are interested in comparing the moderating effects of customer emotions in a
cross-cultural context, as emotional expression and management may vary across cultures (Eid
and Diener 2001).
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To conclude, this dissertation shows crucial but untested boundary conditions of the link
between CEDs and customer loyalty at the customer-, firm-, and industry levels. These findings
may help managers to be able to choose effective strategies by considering different levels of CC,
different firm- and industry characteristics, and different types and valence of emotions. We
expect that this dissertation will stimulate more research on the boundary conditions of the
effectiveness of marketing strategies.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Measurement and Latent Variables in Study 1 and Study 3
Measurement variable
Dependent variable
LI. Imagine you should buy this product/service again. How big is the chance that you will buy from (one
of) the following firms? Please divide 100 points over the firm below. The more points, the more likely it
is you will buy next time from that firm.
Firm A …. points
Firm B …. points
Firm C …. points
Other firm …points
(Gupta and Zeithaml 2006; Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman 1996)
Independent variables
VE1. The price-quality ratio of the product/service the firm is offering is good.
VE2. I can buy this product/service at places that are convenient for me.
VE3. I can make use of the product/service of this firm at any time and place I want.
(Rust, Lemon, and Zeithaml 2004; Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers 2007)

Latent variable

Loyalty intentions

Value equity

BE1. This firm has a strong brand.
BE2. This firm has an innovative brand.
(Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers 2007)

Brand equity

RE1. I have the feeling that the firm knows exactly what I want.
RE2. I feel at home with this firm.
RE3. I feel committed to this firm.
(Verhoef 2003; Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers 2007; Bügel, Verhoef, and Buunk 2009)

Relationship equity

Please indicate whether you feel the following emotions as a customer of firm Y based on past
experiences.
(1) happiness (2) joy (3) enthusiasm
(4) anger (5) regret (6) distrust
(Diener and Emmons 1985; Richins 1997)

Type I positive emotions
Type I negative emotions

Please indicate whether you feel the following emotions in the moment.
(1) happiness (2) enthusiasm (3) determined (4) proud
(5) afraid (6) upset (7) nervous (8) sadness
(Watson, Clark, and Telegen 1988)

Type II positive emotions
Type II negative emotions

Control variables
INV1. How important are the services in this industry to you?
INV2. How interested are you in the services in this industry?
(Bloemer and de Ruyter 1999)

Involvement

RL. For how many years are you a customer of this firm?
(Verhoef 2003)

Relationship length

SC. It takes me much effort, in the sense of time and money, to switch to another firm.
(Bolton 1998)

Switching costs

CC1. Has the financial situation of your household become better, stayed the same or become worse in the
last 12 months?
CC2. How will the financial situation of your household develop in the coming 12 months?
CC3. What will occur with the economic situation overall in the coming 12 months in the Netherlands?

Consumer confidence
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Appendix 2: Explanation of Meta-analytic Results
We use the meta-analysis as a statistical method to generalize the results of the multilevel
analysis from the 13 studied service industries opposed to simply count the number of significant
and insignificant results from the multilevel analysis to derive to a summary effect. “Simple
counting” calculates the number of significant and insignificant results according to the p-value
(Borenstein et al. 2009). However, the validity of p-values is vulnerable to several factors, such
as the effect size of the concerned link and the sample size (Rosenthal 1991). As such, it is
difficult to say whether an insignificant result is true or is rather due to the effect size or the
sample size. A meta-analysis instead takes both the effect size (e.g., Yi or Fisher’s z in Equation
A2) and sample size (e.g., Wi in Equation A3) into account, which provides more reliable results
than using p-values (Borenstein et al. 2009). Moreover, simple counting is more likely to have a
smaller statistical power and to cause type-II errors than a meta-analysis (Borenstein et al. 2009).
Finally, simple counting does not provide a statistical test for the summary effect, but a metaanalysis does so by using a Z-value, see Equation A4 (Borenstein et al. 2009). Hence, a metaanalysis is a popular and appropriate method to summarize concerned effects (e.g., Gelbrich and
Roschk 2011; Palmatier et al. 2006).
However, looking at our multilevel-analytic results, our meta-analytic results may show
inconsistent results. We use the interaction of VE×CC in contractual settings to illustrate this
“inconsistence”. Table 2.2 shows that three out of the five contractual industries have a
significant interaction, but the meta-analysis in Table 2.3 does not show the significant summary
effect of VE×CC in contractual settings. But, such “inconsistence” is rather common in meta140

analysis papers. For example, Lau et al. (1992) summarizes 33 studies, in which there are only
six significant results. They still found a significant summary effect. In the following, we first
briefly illustrate the meta-analysis and then explain the potential reasons of this “inconsistence”
by taking the following results of this study into account: (1) VE×CC in contractual settings, (2)
VE×CC in non-contractual settings, and (3) BE×CC in non-contractual settings.
A meta-analysis aims to examine whether there exists an effect consistently shared by
industries/studies. Following marketing papers using meta-analysis (e.g., Palmatier et al. 2006;
Deleersnyder et al. 2009), we use Fisher’s z (or Yi) to calculate the summary effect. Thereby,
Fisher’s z indicates the effect size of the concerned relationship (Equation A2). The summary
effect (M in Equation A3) is calculated by the effect size of each industry (Fisher’s z), which is
weighted by the respective within-industry variance (Wi). Wi is yielded by using the variance of
the summary effect (VYi). VYi depends on the sample size of each single industry. Finally, we use
a Z-value to test whether the summary effect is different from zero (Equation A4).

Fisher’s z = Yi = 0.5×ln(
M =

∑
∑

)

(A2)
(A3)
(A3.1)
(A3.2)

Z=

(A4)
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where r is the correlation coefficient of the concerned effects (e.g., the correlation of VE×CC and
loyalty intentions), k is the number of the industries, Wi is the weight assigned to each industry,
VYi is the within-industry variance for industry i, ni is the sample size of industry i, and SEM is the
estimated standard error of M.
Next, we aim to explain the “inconsistence” between the multilevel results of each individual
industry and the meta-analysis results of summarizing all 13 industries:
VE×CC in contractual settings: Table 2.2 shows that three out of the five contractual industries
have the significant multilevel results, but the meta-analysis shows that the summary effect (M)
of this interaction is not significant. The insignificant meta-analytic result implies that most
contractual industries do not share a summary effect of VE×CC. We suppose that the reason may
be attributed to the equal strength of two opposite directions of Fisher’s z among these
contractual industries. Specifically, there are five contractual industries. Fisher’s z of insurance,
health insurance, telecom, banking, and energy is 0.05, -0.11, 0.03, -0.08, and -0.10 respectively.
On one hand, health insurance, banks, and energy have larger negative Fisher’s z and their
parameters are also significant (see Table 2.2), but have relatively smaller sample size (n=1242).
On the other hand, insurance and telecom have smaller positive Fischer’s z and their parameters
are insignificant (see Table 2.2), but have relatively bigger sample size (n=1735). While both
Fisher’s z and the sample size are positively related to the summary effect, i.e., M in Equation
A2, it seems not surprising that we do not find a significant summary effect, since two opposite
directions may cancel each other out. To empirically test whether M is significantly different
from zero, a Z-value is adopted (see Equation A4). The following specifies how the Z-value is
calculated:
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(1)
Before calculating M, we need to know VYi and Wi. i refers to each industry in contractual
settings. To save space, we take the insurance industry (ni=971) as the example to calculate VYi
andWi. , but show the calculation of M for all contractual industries:

⁄

M =

∑

(

)

(

) (

)

∑

(2)
Subsequently, we need to know the estimated standard error of M (SEM) for obtaining the
Z-value of M.
=√
Z=

0.018
, p-value > 0.1

The result shows that M is not significantly different from zero (Z-value=-0.83, p-value > 0.1),
implying that there is no summary effect of VE×CC shared by the contractual industries.
VE×CC in non-contractual settings: Table 2.2 shows that only one out of the eight noncontractual industries has the significant multilevel result, but the meta-analysis shows that this
interaction is significant in non-contractual settings. We suppose that the reason may be
attributed to a smaller statistical power of each single non-contractual industry. A statistical
power mainly depends on the sample size. A larger sample size is more likely to have a larger
power to detect the concerned effect (Cohen and Cohen 1985). This implies that a meta-analysis
(i.e., summation of the sample size of 13 industries) usually has a larger power than the single
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industry and is more able to detect the concerned effect. Considering VE×CC in non-contractual
settings, we empirically find that the statistical power of each single non-contractual industry is
around 0.38, but the statistical power of the meta-analysis is 0.91. This may explain why the
meta-analysis detects the significant effect of VE×CC, but the multilevel result of each single
non-contractual industry is does not. In addition, the summary effect (M=-0.046) is commonly
shared within the 95% confidence interval of the effect size of VE×CC of most non-contractual
industries.
BE×CC in non-contractual settings: Similar to the reason explained for VE×CC in noncontractual settings, we empirically found that the statistical power of each single noncontractual industry for BE×CC is around 0.36, but the statistical power of the meta-analysis is
0.68. Again, this may explain why the meta-analysis detects the significant effect of BE×CC, but
the multilevel result of each single non-contractual industry does not. Again, the summary effect
(M=-0.034) is also commonly shared within the 95% confidence interval of the effect size of
BE×CC of most non-contractual industries.
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Appendix 3: Results of the Multilevel Analyses (Random Intercept), Function of Loyalty Intentions

VE
BE
RE
Gender(female)
Age
Income
RL
SC
Involvement
CC
Constant

VE
BE
RE
Gender. (female)
Age
Income
RL
SC
Involvement
CC
Constant

Insurance

Contractual settings
Health
Banking Mobile
insurance
phone

Landline
phone

Energy
providers

Gasoline
providers

Travel
agencies

Non-contractual settings
Holiday Airlines Supermarkets
resorts

Health/beauty
retailing

Department
stores

.88***
-.00
2.10***
1.12**
-.27
-.38
.16
-.19
-.52
-.26
-9.95

.14
1.27**
1.45***
.93
.21
-.12
.54**
-.20
-.45
-.58
-6.56*

.75
.12
2.18***
.33
.02
-.37
.07
-.21
.18
-.52
-10.15***

.39
.61*
1.54***
1.20**
.79***
.18
.54**
-.12
-.16
.52
-13.28***

1.11***
.53
.74**
.19
.52*
.39
-.20
n.a.
-.28
-.93**
-7.74***

.88***
.26
.59**
.47
-.10
-.18
.26**
.17
-.38*
-.04
-7.53***

.55*
.30
1.00***
.39
-.03
-.5
.13
.14
-.36*
-.01
-7.06***

.22
.49**
.70***
-.34
.04
.04
.14
-.04
-.72***.
-.11.33
-3.70*

.32**
.33***
.24**
.11
-.12
.06
-.14
.07
-.30***
-.06
-2.81**

.46
.41
1.73***
.07
.15
-.67*
.41*
-.14
-.53
.10
-9.84

.51
.66
1.95***
.46
.06
-.20
.39**
.01
.52**
-.46
-9.97

Electronic
retailing

Non-contractual settings
Di-ItFurnishing
e-booking
Yourself
retailing
retailing

Online
retailing

.27
.05
.73***
.31
.28*
-.28
.34***
.09
-.37**
.52**
-7.08***

.97***
-.30
.44**
.01
.00
.32*
.19*
.08
-.54***
.02
-5.40***

-.01
.18
.76***
.47
.02
-.43
.34**
.04
-.53**
.60*
-4.21

.63***
.31*
.03
.07
.13
-.02
-.04
-.02
-.18
.03
-4.65***

.09
.72*
.33
-.28
-.03
.91**
-.31
.06
-.25
-.68*
-1.57

-.03
.49**
.72***
-.46
.31**
-.22
-.05
-.10
-.20
.12
-4.49***

.66***
.25
.63***
-.51
-.08
.25
.19
-.06
-.27
-.46**
-6.61***

*** p-value < 0.01; ** p-value < 0.05; * p-value < 0.10 (two-tailed test)
n.a.: Not available.
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SAMENVATTING

Klantloyaliteit is een klantgerichte maatstaf, die gericht is op (1) het begrijpen van klanten door
het vastleggen van het proces en de ‘tocht’ tot het aankoopmoment en (2) het creëren van waarde
voor zowel klanten als bedrijven (Shah et al., 2006; Verhoef 2012). Bestaand onderzoek laat drie
customer equity drivers (CEDs) zien die klantloyaliteit beïnvloeden, namelijk value equity
(“kwaliteitswaarde”), brand equity (“merkwaarde”) en relationship equity (“relatiewaarde”)
(Rust, Lemon en Zeithaml 2004; Vogel, Evanschitzky en Ramaseshan 2008; Rust, Zeithaml en
Lemon 2000). CEDs bieden een mechanisme aan om te begrijpen wat klanten motiveert om
(voortdurend) zaken met bedrijven te doen (Rust, Zeithaml en Lemon 2000). De relatie tussen
CEDs en klantloyaliteit wordt sterk beïnvloed door contextuele situaties (Oliver 1994). Voor
bedrijven moet het duidelijk zijn welke factoren significant invloed hebben op het effect van
loyaliteitsstrategieën. In dit proefschrift zullen we een aantal cruciale van deze factoren
onderzoeken, namelijk economische omstandigheden, industrie- en bedrijfskenmerken en
emoties van klanten. In hoofdstuk 2 nemen we het consumentenvertrouwen als een proxy voor
de economische omstandigheden. In hoofdstuk 3 onderzoeken we een aantal industrie- en
bedrijfskenmerken die de variantie in de relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit verklaart op
sector- en bedrijfsniveau. In hoofdstuk 4 onderzoeken we de interactie van CEDs met emoties
van klanten.
Het doel van hoofdstuk 2 is om een antwoord te geven op de vraag hoe bedrijven klanten
kunnen behouden in turbulente economische tijden. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden,
onderzoeken we de modererende rol van het consumentenvertrouwen (CV) op de effecten van
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drie soorten cruciale loyaliteitsstrategieën (CEDs). Wij bouwen voort op economische- en
marketingtheorieën om onze hypothesen over deze modererende rol te ontwikkelen. Er wordt
een meta-analyse gebruikt om de model resultaten uit 13 verschillende sectoren samen te
brengen en de hypothesen te toetsen. Daarnaast maken we gebruik van verschillende
robuustheidcontroles om de resultaten van de meta-analyse te valideren. Uit de resultaten blijkt
consistent dat CV de relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit deels modereert en dat deze
moderatie verschilt over sectoren. Deze bevindingen suggereren dat managers in
dienstensectoren CV zouden moeten overwegen als een belangrijk criterium voor het effectief
aanpassen van loyaliteitsstrategieën voor hun specifieke situatie. In het bijzonder, tijdens
recessies, wanneer CV relatief laag is, is kwaliteitswaarde effectief voor het behoud van klanten.
Dit is effect is echter duidelijker in niet-contractuele sectoren dan voor contractuele sectoren.
Ook merkwaarde is effectiever wanneer CV laag is, maar alleen voor niet-contractuele sectoren.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt onderzocht of de relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit varieert op
sector- en bedrijfsniveau. Wij integreren eerdere speculaties en empirische bevindingen over
verschillende modererende variabelen in een conceptueel model. Vervolgens testen we de
theoretisch betoogde industrie- en bedrijfskenmerken als moderatoren over een groot aantal
industrieën en bedrijven. Daarbij gebruiken we klantgegevens van 8.924 respondenten van 95
toonaangevende bedrijven in 18 servicesectoren. Eveneens maken we gebruik van 558 reacties
van experts en van externe bronnen, waaronder AC Nielsen en jaarverslagen van bedrijven. Onze
resultaten tonen aan dat de relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit aanzienlijk verschilt tussen
verschillende sectoren en bedrijven. De industrie - en bedrijfskenmerken verklaren tussen de 65%
en 85% van de sectorvariantie en tussen 27,5% en 80% van de bedrijfsvariantie. Samenvattend
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leveren we een bijdrage voor het verkrijgen van meer generaliseerbare en genuanceerde
inzichten met betrekking tot de relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit. We adviseren managers
context-specifieke klantstrategieën te ontwikkelen.
In hoofdstuk 4 onderzoeken we de rol van klantemoties. Terwijl het managen van
klantemoties steeds populairder wordt, zijn er nog steeds managers die zich afvragen of
klantemoties beïnvloedt moeten worden. We stellen daarom de vraag of het effect van CEDs op
klantloyaliteit afhankelijk is van klantemoties. We nemen twee belangrijke typen klantemoties in
de besluitvorming mee als moderatoren: type I-emoties die beïnvloedbaar zijn door bedrijven en
type II-emoties die niet beïnvloedbaar zijn door bedrijven. Aanvullend onderzoeken we hier de
hoofdeffecten van type I-emoties op klantloyaliteit, waarbij we controleren voor alle drie CEDs.
Drie studies (waaronder grootschalige datasets van de klant en een experimentele opzet) worden
toegepast om de hypothesen te testen. Onze data tonen aan dat type I-emoties de relatie tussen
CEDs en klantloyaliteit modereren, maar dat type II-emoties dit niet doen. Specifiek wordt de
relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit getemperd door positieve type I-emoties, maar versterkt
door negatieve type I-emoties. Daarnaast hebben we opnieuw het hoofdeffect van type I-emoties
op klantloyaliteit in deze studie aangetoond. De bevindingen suggereren dat managers
voorzichtig moeten zijn met het combineren van klantemoties en CEDs voor het creëren van
klantloyaliteit.
Concluderend onderzoekt dit proefschrift een aantal cruciale, niet eerder geteste
randvoorwaarden van de relatie tussen CEDs en klantloyaliteit. Het gaat hierbij om de
economische omstandigheden, de industrie- en bedrijfskenmerken, en de klantemoties. Onze
bevindingen kunnen managers helpen om de meest effectieve strategieën te kiezen, gegeven de
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economische omstandigheden, de sector- en bedrijfskenmerken, en op basis van de heersende
emoties bij de klanten.
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